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See Ukraine’s demoralised army retreats from Debaltseve,18
Feb. 2015, after defeat by the Donbass Militias p. 26

No elephant in the room but a potential combined rival power bloc: Russia’s Vladimir
Putin and Ukraine’s Petro Poroshenko shake hands in Minsk on 11 Feb. 2015. From the
left Belarussia’s Alexander Lukashenko, France’s François Hollande and German’s Angela Merkel are the other actors in this all European drama which excluded Obama and
Cameron the heads, or any representatives at all, of Anglo-American imperialism.
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1.WE STAND WITH KARL MARX:
‘The emancipation of the working
classes must be conquered by the
working classes themselves. The struggle for the emancipation of the working class means not a struggle for class
privileges and monopolies but for
equal rights and duties and the abolition of all class rule’ (The International Workingmen’s Association 1864,
General Rules).
2.The capitalist state consists, in the
last analysis, of ruling-class laws within
a judicial system and detention centres
overseen by the armed bodies of police/army who are under the direction
and are controlled in acts of defence
of capitalist property rights against the
interests of the majority of civil society. The working class must overthrow
the capitalist state and replace it with a
workers’ state based on democratic
soviets/workers’ councils to suppress
the inevitable counter-revolution of
private capitalist profit against planned
production for the satisfaction of socialised human need.
3.We recognise the necessity for revolutionaries to carry out serious ideological and political struggle as direct
participants in the trade unions
(always) and in the mass reformist
social democratic bourgeois workers’
parties despite their pro-capitalist leaderships when conditions are favourable. Because we see the trade union
bureaucracy and their allies in the Labour party leadership as the most fundamental obstacle to the struggle for
power of the working class, outside of
the state forces and their direct agencies themselves, we must fight and
defeat and replace them with a revolutionary leadership by mobilising the
base against the pro-capitalist bureaucratic misleaders to open the way forward for the struggle for workers’
power.
4.We are fully in support of all mass
mobilisations against the onslaught of
this reactionary Con-Lib Dem coalition. However, whilst participating in
this struggle we will oppose all policies

which subordinate the working class
to the political agenda of the pettybourgeois reformist leaders of the Labour party and trade unions
5. We support the fight of all the specially oppressed; Black and Asian,
women, lesbians and gay men, bisexuals and transgender people against
discrimination in all its forms and their
right to organise separately in that
fight in society as a whole. In particular we defend their right to caucus
inside trade unions and in working
class political parties.
6.We recognise that class society, and
capitalism as the last form of class
society, is by its nature patriarchal. In
that sense the oppression of women is
different from all other forms of oppression and discrimination. Because
this social oppression is inextricably
tied to private property, and its inheritance, to achieve full sexual, social
and economic freedom and equality
for all we need to overthrow class society itself.
7.We fight racism and fascism. We
support the right of people to fight
back against racist and fascist attacks
by any means necessary. Self-defence
is no offence! We support ‘No Platform’ for all fascists but never call on
the capitalist state to ban fascist
marches or parties; these laws would
inevitably primarily be used against
workers’ organisations, as history has
shown.
8.We oppose all immigration controls.
International finance capital roams the
planet in search of profit and Imperialist governments disrupts the lives of
workers and cause the collapse of
whole nations with their direct intervention in the Balkans, Iraq and Afghanistan and their proxy wars in Somalia and the Democratic Republic of
the Congo, etc. Workers have the
right to sell their labour internationally
wherever they get the best price. Only
union membership and pay rates can
counter employers who seek to exploit
immigrant workers as cheap labour to
undermine the gains of past struggles.
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Socialist Fight Group Second Conference

Saturday 11 April 2015, Calthorpe Arms 252 Grays Inn Road,
London, WC1X 8JR, Kings Cross underground, No 46 Bus towards
City Of London, 4 stops.
Agenda Day 1: Sat. 11 April 11am, (open sessions unless stated)
International Perspectives: 11am—6pm
Session 1: 11.10am to 2pm Imperialism Today: Ukraine, Greece,
ISIS, Kurdistan and Cuba;
Reading: LCFI statements collected in new IDOT 11
2 —2.30pm Lunch.
Session 2: 2.30 —4pm: History of the Fourth International and
Communism: J. P Cannon, Gerry Healy, James Robertson and the
“Spart family”, Ted Grant CWI and IMT, Workers Power and LFI.
Reading IDOT Numbers 1, 7, 8, 10 (new IDOT 10, OC and GD:
Revolutionary Communism: Lenin, Trotsky, Stalin or Mao?)
4—4.20 pm Coffee break
Session 3: 4.20-6.30 pm: Continue History of FI + The Marxist
Theory of the State, The Continuity of Trotskyism.
Reading: IDOT Numbers 6 and 9
Sunday 12 April: British Perspectives (change of venue)
Session 1: 10-12 Noon
Trade Unions and the labour movement, Grass Roots Left, Labour
party, LRC, Bolshie Youth - Youth Perspectives
Lunch 12 -1pm
Session 2: 1 to 3pm: Economic and political crisis in Ireland, Campaigns: Irish Republican Prisoners Support Group, Mumia Abu
Jamal, Housing, Palestine Solidarity Campaign.
Closed Session 3: 1-3pm Constitution, Where We Stand, Election
of CC and SF Editorial board, International Conference in London
in July. AOB.

Socialist Fight Public
Meeting:

Imperialism today, what it is
and how to fight the threat of
WWIII and fascism:

Are Russia and China Imperialist? the international political nature of the struggle in
Ireland, north and south, what is the Anti
Imperialist United Front, what is the difference between the United Front and the Popular Front domestically and internationally?

Saturday 11 April, 7.30 pm – 10 pm,
Calthorpe Arms, 252 Grays Inn Road,
London.

Speakers

Latief Parker, Critique journal Editorial Board
and former militant of the Unity Movement,
South Africa
John McAnulty, Socialist Democracy, Ireland.
HaPe Breitman, International Bolshevik Tendency
Michael Pröbsting, Revolutionary Communist
International Tendency
Bridget Dunne, Secretary, Solidarity with Antifascist Resistance in Ukraine (SARU)
Gerry Downing Secretary Socialist Fight Group
Chair: Ollie Coxhead Socialist Fight Group
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Editorial: Spectres are Haunting Miliband…

E

d Miliband could win this election by a landslide if he
promised the working class an end to austerity or even if
he promised any serious fightback at all against the bankers and
transnational corporations that dominate global politics. When
Tony Blair won the 1997 election he promised to respect John
Major’s cuts agenda; his main concern was to dampen the expectations of the working class. Opinion polls showed that he
would have won n a far more leftist programme.
Similarly with every Labour leader since Ramsey McDonald or
Arthur Henderson, they understand that if you mobilise the
working class in periods of great crisis and austerity their expectations are raised to such a level that they will emerge from their
boxes to threaten the capitalist system itself and it will be very
difficult to get them back in again. The spectre haunts Miliband.

What happens to the leftist parties?
A whole swath of leftist bourgeois nationalist and semi-working
class centrist populist political formations have now emerged in
a number of countries who the masses turn to in the expectation that they will fight their corner, they rise sharply in the
opinion polls and get the smell of office and begin to backpedal
in the promises to the oppressed masses.
Responsibility to defend capitalism seizes them and they begin
to talk about ‘rescheduling the debt’ instead of the previous
‘repudiating the debt’ and seek to dampen the expectations of
the masses, whilst still maintaining enough radicalism to keep
sufficient support to get elected. Podemos in Spain, Syriza in
Greece, Sinn Fein in Ireland, the Scottish National Party and
the Greens wherever they are in opposition are examples.
And we know what will happen to these parties if elected. The
previous high flyer in Ireland was the Irish Labour party. As
Wiki informs us.
“On 11 June 2010, a poll by MRBI was published in The Irish Times
which, for the first time in the history of the state, showed the
Labour Party as the most popular, at 32%, ahead of Fine Gael at
28% and Fianna Fáil at 17%. Eamon Gilmore’s approval ratings
were also the highest of any Dáil leader, standing at 46%”.

As soon as they indicated they would enter in coalition with the
centre-right Fine Gael party their support waned and when they
entered government in 2011 it haemorrhaged due to their imposition of austerity on the working class and poor. In the Local
Government elections of May 2014 their support fell to 7.2%.
Latest opinion polls show them at 5% which would result in
wipe out in the general election in 2016. PASOK in Greece (39%!) and the French Socialist party have suffered a similar fate.
And we know that the last Euro-elections in May also saw a
rise of the far right and fascist parties, Ukip swept to victory in
Britain with 27.5%, and 23 MEPs, ahead of Labour with 25.4%
and 18 MEPs and the Tories with 23.94% and 18 MEPs also.
In France the Front National (FN) took 25% and 24 seats
with Hollande reduced to 14.5%. In Spain the governing right
wing People’s Party (PP) got 26.1% and 16 seats, the Spanish
Socialist Workers’ Party (PSOE) got 23.0% and 14 seats, Podemos got 5 seats and nearly 8%. It is now at 27% in the polls.
In Greece Syriza got 26.6% and 6 seats, Golden Dawn got
9.4% and 3 seats Pasok 8.1% and 2 seats. In Portugal, the opposition Socialists took 31.5% and 8 seats, in Ireland Fine Gael got
22% and 4 seats, Sinn Féin got 19.5% and 3 seats and Fianna
Fáil got 22% and I seat. In Germany Merkel’s took 35.3%, its
national government coalition partner, the Social Democrats,
got 27.3%. In Italy the centre-left Democratic Party got 41%

Unless Miliband promises the working class enough he won’t
get elected and Esther McVey will get in. But if he promises too
much he will raise their expectations and they will cut up rough
and attach his mates in the CBI. Spectres haunt him from left,
right, and far right.

but the right wing Five Star Movement led by Beppe Grillo’s
got 21% and 17 seats and the Forza Italia party of Silvio Berlusconi came third with 16.8% and 13 seats.
Overall at Brussels the centre-right European People’s Party
took 208 seats as against 186 for the centre-left Socialist bloc.
But rapid changes since then have seen Podemos, Sinn Fein and
Syriza rise sharply in the polls and won the election on 25 January with 36.4%.
When they impose austerity, as they inevitably do, the far right
emerges; in Dresden, Germany, the far right PEGIDA
(“Patriotic Europeans Against the Islamisation of the Occident”) is gaining momentum; this spectre also haunts Miliband.

Austerity as never before
Austerity such as never before facilitates a ruthless grab for
wealth and power by capitalists. Britain’s Institute for Fiscal
Studies says that total government spending will be at its lowest
level as a proportion of national income since before WWII;
“So far, £35bn has been cut; the plan is to cut a further £55bn
by 2019”. Local authority services in England will be practically
wiped out by 2019, the TUC report Austerity Uncovered tells us:
“By 2015–16 the government will have reduced its funding to
Local Authotities by an estimated 37 per cent. The total funding
gap is forecast to increase at an average rate of £2.1bn per year
until 2019–20 when it will reach £12.4bn. The total budget put
aside for means-tested social care by English councils in 2014–15
stands at £13.68bn – a real terms cut of 12 per cent since 2010,
while demand has risen 14 per cent in the same period.
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Steve Bell lampoons the viciousness of the austerity
programme of the ConDem Coalition

Cuts have had a major impact on services. In the area of adult social
care, 87 per cent of councils now only provide assistance in cases of
‘substantial’ or ‘critical’ need, compared to 47 per cent in 2005–06.
There has been a 27 per cent fall in the number of older people
receiving publicly funded social care since 2008–09 and a 17 per
cent drop in the number of younger people with disabilities receiving social care.”

The programme for revolution
So the spectre that is haunting Miliband is the same as that
which haunts all leftist political parties that are tied to defence of
the capitalist system. The only force that can resists the bankers,
the transnationals and capitalism in its crisis is the organised
working class. And it has to do that in strike action, occupations
and ultimately by seizing power in every country, on a global
scale.
But where is the leadership to achieve this? In its traditional
organisations contradictions exist, in the British Labour party,
for instance, that do not exists within petty bourgeois formations
like the Greens, the SNP, Sinn Fein, Syriza and Podemos.
The working class, via its militant vanguard, can win influence
via the trade unions within these parties and break the better
sections from the pro-capitalist leaders. And as it begins to succeed here the strangle-hold that the TU bureaucracy has over the
union membership will begin to rupture.
For this we need a rank and file movement in the trade unions
which fights for industrial action ‘with the bureaucracy when
possible, against them if necessary’. Thus will militant leaders
begin to take the leadership of the class and the revolutionary
party will begin to lead them. Although large sections of the
working class are not in trade unions we can mobilise these on
social questions like housing shortages, evictions, benefit cuts,
discrimination against racial minorities, asylum seekers and im-

migrants. Then Miliband’s real spectre will begin to acquire some
flesh and blood.
And we know that this revolt is inevitable in the next few
years. We know that human inequality was never as great as it is
today. Oxfam tells us that the richest 80 people across the globe
share a combined wealth of £1tn, as much as the poorest 3.5
billion, half of the world’s population. And the wealth of the
richest 1% of people in the world amounts to $110tn (£60.88tn),
or 65 times as much as the poorest half.
Syriza has collapsed and now accept the Troika
‘memorandum’ (austerity agreement) for the next four months;
They must be ‘evaluated positively’ by them to get any bailout
payment and must repay all the debt on time. The agreement
states, “The Greek authorities reiterate their unequivocal commitment to
honour their financial obligations to all their creditors fully and timely”.
That’s called a sell-out and the Golden Dawn are crowing their
fascist anti-Semitism in the wings:
“As we all knew they would, the kosher Syriza party has backstabbed its voters and sold out to the Jews who run the European
banking system. What this means is that, come next election cycle,
left-wingers probably won’t even bother to vote and Golden
Dawn’s popularity will increase tenfold since they are now the only
true opposition party in Greece. As such, Golden Dawn will be the
next leaders of Greece.”

Every sector has its horror stories to tell, some such as housing
we carry in this edition. Never was there more need for a revolutionary response to this attack on a global scale. Never was the
crisis of working class leadership so acute as it is today – “the
world political situation as a whole is chiefly characterized by a
historical crisis of the leadership of the proletariat” as Trotsky
wrote in 1938. We must all become fully engaged in the task of
solving that crisis.
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C

arol Foster reports on an increasingly common situation in
Local Government. So much council housing stock have
been sold off by ‘right to buy’, such are the budgetary constraints that councils are no longer able to fulfil their statuary
duties to house even the desperately needy homeless. And you
cannot get more desperate than a young couple with a baby and
nowhere to go. But all councils, Labour or Tory, are willing
executioners of the ConDem cuts. Carol tells the tale:
“I have often wondered if there was an easy way to explain the
evils of capitalism. What happened to me last week shows what
can happen in the seventh richest country in the world. On
December 15th I was on a picket line to protest about a Brent
resident’s eviction, this was at the Brent Civic Centre when fellow protester Isabel Counihan-Sanchez told me of a young couple with a 15 week baby who had been kicked out of their bed
and breakfast hostel without anywhere to go.
Brent Council said, ‘why can’t the baby stay with friends?’.
Labour Leader of Brent Council Mo Butt, who happened to be
there, just laughed and muttered about queue jumping. From

09.00 until 16.00 I waited with a
collection of people. including
Isabel, John Tymon and others
who all sat with us at various
times until they where offered a
place in Harlesden. We paid
their taxi fare.
I explained that this was socialism in action and that although
the ruling class try to divide us
united we can achieve anything.
My special thanks go out to
Nicki Jameson and others who
offered hampers and clothing.
To the RMT for advice and solidarity and to Socialist Fight for financial aid and last but not
least to the young couple Bridget, Anthony and young Anthony
for their dignity in this terrible situation; these people give me
hope for the future.”

Evicted family left stranded by notorious Newham
Tuesday 20th Jan 2015, posted by Joana Ramiro (Morning Star and sometimes columnist for Workers Power and ACI)

A

MOTHER and her three young children were left sleeping on a police station floor after her employer Newham
Council failed to find her emergency shelter when the family
was made homeless.
Newham only provided temporary accommodation for Zineb
Saafan and her three under-sixes after Focus E15 campaigners
descended on the council’s housing offices yesterday.
Ms Saafan — who works as a cleaner on minimum wage at
the council’s Stratford High Street offices — had to spend the
night in Forest Gate police station after her private landlord’s
two-week eviction notice ended.
The council would only offer her hotel accommodation two
hours away in north London — ignoring her need to be near
her job and her children’s school, she told the Star.
When Ms Saafan refused to leave the housing offices, the
council called the police.
“They said you must find somewhere else to go or go to the
police station,” she explained.
Together with her children aged six, three and one, Ms Saafan
ended up on the floor of the police station, her luggage doubling as pillows and with coats for blankets.
Ms Saafan said station staff refused her daughter access to the
toilet and when she asked for water police told her she was “not
in a hotel.”
The next morning she turned to the Focus E15 Mums for
help. Campaign spokeswoman Sarah Kwei said it was
“astonishing” that the council could not house one of its own
employees.
She said the housing situation in the borough was quickly
deteriorating. “The same situation happened to me, my mum
and my little brother when I was a teenager — sleeping in a
police station because they wanted to find us a place out of
London. “That was years ago and it’s only got worse.”
Another woman with a young son was reportedly also sleep-

ing on the Forest Gate police station’s floor the night Ms Saafan
stayed there. Ms Kwei said: “She wasn’t even the only one, it’s
really disgusting.”
“We have the Carpenter’s Estate just outside (Newham housing
offices) Bridge House, which has hundreds of perfectly good council homes available.”

The Focus E15 campaign occupied one of the estate’s empty
buildings to highlight the mismanagement of social housing in
Newham. Yesterday, campaigners met one of the first new residents on the estate, which Ms Kwei labelled a “massive victory”
for the group. But Ms Kwei warned: “There’s still hundreds of
homes left empty there. “We need to get the rest of Carpenters
Estate back into public use.”
A Newham council spokeswoman said: “This family is not the
only one in need of our assistance. “We have a very limited supply of accommodation we can offer to those who need help.”

The Focul E15 Mums campaigning for Zineb Saafan and her
three under-six year old children, forced to sleep on Forrest
Gate police station floor by ‘notorious’ Newham council.
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Housing crisis, cuts in adult social care and children’s services
By Alan Hunter
What this means for working class communities in Britain who are under attack by Cameron and the Coalition

B

BC News has recently reported the prospects of cuts in Local Government expenditure for 2015 “Local Authorities will face
spending cuts of 2.9% in the year 2014-2015”:

The introduction of the pernicious Bedroom
Tax used only against working class families
receiving benefit has led to more cases of Evictions and gross homelessness in many areas
“The coalition changes the benefits and direct
“Sir Merrick Cockerel said at a time when Local
taxes have hit families with children under 5
authorities are contending with the biggest cuts
in living memory Local Government would
harder than any other group”.[5].
have to make £20 billion in savings adding that
Poor working class families are being singled
the next two years would be the toughest yet on
out on an ideological basis by the Coalition to
those reliant for council services” [1].
force the working class deeper into poverty
Many working class families rely on Local and making Cameron’s rich friends richer.
Government services for the most basic serOn the 31 January a march for homes was
vices, either in Education, schooling for their organised in London when thousands of workchildren, college places
or help with rented
accommodation Including Housing Benefit
and families who need
help with Social care
provision. Other representatives from Local
Authorities have commented on the swingeing cuts by the coalition
especially when Cameron and his rich friends
are giving tax breaks
and help to the richest
segment of society. As
has been noted Britain
is awash with money
but because of ideological reasons Cameron
and Co insist on attacking working class communities while at the
ing class families marched through London for
same time assisting the richest 1% in society more Social Housing and more affordable
who own the majority of Wealth.
homes. Jasmin Stone from Newham a single
mother from the E15 Focus group led the
“The head of the Local Government association
march she said:
David Sparks has described social care funding

their eviction and were successful.
Jasmin Stone takes up the story again:
“When we confronted Newham Mayor Robin
wales with our situation he said if you can’t
afford to live in Newham you can’t afford to
live in Newham. A year after our eviction we
launched a political occupation of four flats
nearby on the Carpenters estate. Following the
action Newham agreed to repopulate 40 homes
on the estate”. [7].

Revolutionaries in this situation should advocate Councils of Actions and Action Committees drawn from the local community representing Social Housing
groups trade unionists,
local communities including different Migrant
organisations where
some of these groups are
the most oppressed and
exploited. We should
follow the example of
the E 15 Focus Groups.
1) Occupy empty housing
2) Build Defence Groups
to defend the occupiers
from provocation of
police or fascist attack
3) Pass resolutions in
Trades Councils and in
trade union branches,
No evictions to be carried out by trade Unionists employed by councils
or other housing groups
4) Ensure that Local Authority housing departments have enough affordable housing and
build council housing without the right to buy.
We call and set forward the following demands
for an incoming Labour government
in England and wales as being in a ridiculous
“Social housing not social cleansing. Social
1) Abolish the right to buy, stock transfers and
situation as Councils are having to cut key serHousing across the south east of London would
vices to fund care for the Elderly... Margaret
sale of community buildings and public Spaces
become unaffordable for large families on BeneHodge Labour MP said councils with the great2) Begin a programme of council house Buildfits”. [5]
est spending needs, the most deprived authoriForeign purchasers are buying 80% of proper- ing at rents tied to earnings
ties have been receiving the largest reductions,
3) Work with local homeless groups to requisities which will be priced at or above £1 milfurther cuts could just undermine the entire
tion empty properties
viability of most optional services, but might
lion:
4) Immediately operate rent tribunals
threaten some statutory services in these are“Eileen Short, Chair of Defend Council Hous5) Abolish the Bedroom Tax and Benefits Cap
as” [3].
ing said we need affordable and secure housing
6) Abolish the New Universal Credit reinstate
and that should be the starting point-not having
Spending cuts have left the NHS and Social
Housing Benefit
unaffordable rabbit hutches to boost council
Services in the NHS and social care in crisis:
7) Reinstate secure tenancies abolish short
revenues”.[6]
The health and social care services are chronicalterm contracts
The
E15
Focus
Group
through
direct
action
ly underfunded reported The Guardian, Our front
8) Repeal the 2012 Criminalising Squatting Act.
line services are increasingly concerned about
had achieved their objective. Jasmin Stone
the impact this is having on vulnerable people in
from the group said “Too many people are Notes
our care… The most deprived Councils continbeing forced out of London or are about to be 1) BBC politics 18 Dec 2013
ue to see the biggest cuts in government funding
forced out of London and once they are out 2) Guardian 27 Jan 2015
deliberately in traditional Labour voting areas in
then they can’t get back in, my family have 3) Guardian 28 Jan 2015
the north of England and Inner city London
lived in Newham for generations and I want to 4) Ibid.
Boroughs losing out the most… Pensioners are
stay close to them” Many families are sleeping 5) Guardian 31 Jan 2015
protected but more children in poverty, big cuts
on floors for £1000 or £900 a week or living 6) Ibid.
to Children’s Services at local level and the total
number of people receiving social care fell from
on canal boats on the river. The E 15 Focus 7) Ibid.
1.7 Million to 1.3 million as eligibility for publiGroups with support from the Revolutionary
cally funded care is tightened”.[4].
Communist Group started a campaign against
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Unite’s London bus strikes
were just not serious
By Gerry Downing

Part of the 100-strong picket line in
Cricklewood on 12 January.

F

ollowing the first two bus strikes on 12
January and 5 September Unite called off
the two further strikes scheduled for Friday 13
and Monday 16 February, “in a bid to get London’s 18 bus operators around the table in talks
with the conciliation service Acas.”
There was a good if mixed response to the
strike on 12 January. Over a hundred on the
picket line in my old garage Cricklewood at one
stage Out of approximately 520 drivers 80
worked the first day and 117 the second.
Willesden was an exception to this with the
second day’s strike far stronger than the first.
The garage managers called in the rep to ask
what he had done to buck the trend but it was
outside agitators who spoke to the drivers and
got the response! The union itself did almost
nothing to promote the strike apart from announcing it. There were no preparatory meetings, no discussions no letters posted in most
union notice boards to say what the strike was
about.
The two earlier strikes showed the confused
nature of the campaign for Central Pay Bargaining in London. That was how the last campaign ended in 2008. Unite abandoned the
demand for a common set of wages and conditions and dropped it down to the ‘general principle’ of collective bargaining when the RMT’s
Bob Crow sent a letter to Len McCluskey in
the middle of 2008 in a deal rumoured to be
brokered by the Morning Star and posted in all
the garages, promising not to recruit, organise
or represent members on the buses.
Metroline sent out a letter after the first strike
that said they were amongst the best payers in

www.grassrootsleft.org

London and if the deal was the average wage
level their drivers could well be striking for a
wage cut! It really is scandalous to go on strike
for collective bargaining in London without
setting a definite wage rate and set of conditions they were striking for. Just not serious.
In a piece on their website talks by Alex
Flynn, on 11 February, Unite challenges London’s bus firms to begin talks at Acas.
This novel idea for the class struggle goes
something like this, “if we run away they might
call us back”. And he confirms the thinking in
his next sentence: “The postponement is an act
of goodwill to enable talks over a collective pay
and conditions body, which would cover all of
the capital’s bus workers.” Needless to say all
the bus companies have to do is ignore this
pathetic appeal and they have won.
And then Alex outline the case for central
pay bargaining for all the drivers in London:

and the convenors representing the rest of the
busworkers immediately gathered and called
off the strikes, not even informing their own
members in many instances; company notices
appeared on management notice boards triumphantly telling drivers that strikes were called
off.
Then came 2012 and the famous ‘victory’
over the Olympics Bonus which was, in reality
a diversion to take attention away from the fact
the Unite were busily selling their member
down the river by accepting new contracts and
far lower pay rates and conditions for new
starters without a struggle (apart from the
struggle to hide their treachery from the membership). I was castigated as a pessimist for
pointing this out in 2012 by some who were
then in the Grass Roots Left but who have
now gone on the build a theoretically purer but
non-existent ‘cross union rank and file’.
A proportion of those who scabbed were
“In contrast to tube drivers, there are now hunfrom Eastern Europe; the new underclass are
dreds of different pay rates covering London’s
bus drivers, doing the same job, even driving the
Romanians who were recruited by bus compasame route but for different rates of pay. Unite
nies in their homelands and now live in accomclaims a refusal by the operators to address pay
modation provided by the bus companies and
inequality has led to pay gaps of over £3 an hour
it is rumoured work for as little as £8 an hour
for new starters opening up, with pay varying
and who send their money home to their famifrom £9.30 to £12.34 an hour depending on the
lies. Apparently some Convenors facilitate this
company. In contrast to tube drivers, there are
and naturally these drivers have a very low
now hundreds of different pay rates covering
opinion of a union that has them working for
London’s bus drivers, doing the same job, even
driving the same route but for different rates of
slave wages and so are very likely to scab. It is
pay.”
entirely Unite’s fault.
But the spirit of the drivers was high wherevBack in July 2008 at a rally during the campaign
for equal pay Peter Kavanagh, then Senior er any kind of a lead at all was given. “I am not
going on strike for myself only, I am striking
Regional Organiser now Regional Secretary
for my children’s future, we must take a stand
said,
or they will destroy us” said a woman driver
“We have 28,000 organised who, if they get
from Cricklewood.
themselves together, if they get themselves
together, if they stand shoulder to shoulder they
will be one almighty army. We have described
London busworkers as a sleeping army, no
more, no more, we are on the march, we are
organised, we are going to fight anyone that gets
in our way, aren’t we?”

Grass Roots Left fights for these demands;
1. Renationalise the buses
2. End competitive tendering
3. Reinstate the campaign for one definite set
of wages and one specified set of conditions
On 22 October 2008 14,000 busworkers were throughout London
6. Build the Grass Roots Left on the London
pledged to go on strike but one small company
in south London with only 1,000 drivers, Met- buses.
ronet, obtained an injunction against the strike

London LRC and Grass Roots Left supporters conducted a lively and vocal picket of Sports Direct on 2 January. Graham Durham, LRC London Organiser organised the
event. Billionaire Mike Ashley is the biggest employer to use the soon-to-be illegal “zero hour”
contracts on his 20,000 part-time staff. It is disgraceful that this fat cat can exploit his workers in
this way. Sports Direct is merely one of the worst example of what ruthless neo-liberal capitalism
has done to the working class. We will be targeting his outlets over the spring and summer. Glasgow Rangers shareholder Ashley is facing a claim for millions of pounds from nearly 300 workers excluded from the retailer’s bonus scheme - because they were on zero hours contracts. It is
thought the claims could eventually reach £10 million. The employees say they were excluded
from a bonus scheme that paid out about £160m worth of shares to 2,000 “permanent” workers
in 2013. They are claiming a total of just over £1m in compensation for missed bonuses for a first
batch of 30 workers. It is believed the individual claims average about £36,000 each but that the
highest is worth over £100,000.
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Keith Henderson to stand for GMB
General Secretary Election 2015

K

eith Henderson has announced that he will
be seeking nominations for the General
Secretary election of the General Municipal and
Boilermakers union (GMB) which is scheduled
to take place this year according to the current
GMB rule book.
Under the rules the nomination process is due
to commence after the Central Executive Committee meeting in April 2015. Under these rules
it is believed that the General Secretary Paul
Kenny will not be able to stand as he has reached
retirement age last year in October. Under the
rules for the last General Secretary election in
2010 candidates were required to be nominated
by thirty branches to get onto the ballot paper.
Keith is a member of the Labour Representation Committee (LRC), the Grassroots Left
(GRL) and a former regional officer of the GMB
London Region. He was dismissed from his
employment of the GMB in December 2012
following his actions in carrying out the wishes
of the members. He had organised a picket of
parliament on the day of action in the public
sector pensions dispute on 30th November 2011.
This followed a democratic decision of the
GMB members employed in the House of Commons who had voted to take strike action on that
day and who had also voted to organise picket
lines on the Houses of Parliament on the day of
the strike. Paul Kenny, the General Secretary
contacted Keith directly by phone, shouting at
him, claiming that his actions were too left wing
and over the top, insisting that Labour MPs be
allowed to cross the picket lines. The cases of
unfair dismissal and discrimination are still being
fought through the legal system so it would not
be appropriate to comment further on these

Raging against the System

issues at this stage.
Although Keith lost his ET the Judge concluded that, as he had contended, “left wing democratic socialism is a philosophical belief for the
purposes of the Equality Act 2010,”- a substantial part of the reasoning behind dismissing the
Claimant was “because of his philosophical belief
and this was an affective cause of his dismissal”
Outrageously the right wing bureaucrats of the
GMB went to the Employment Appeal TribuKeith Henderson: his struggle has won the principle
nal (EAT) to overturn this latter part of the
that: “left wing democratic socialism is a philosophiruling, have already spent £600,000 of members money and haver indicated they will take cal belief for the purposes of the Equality Act 2010”
the legal process to the Court of Appeal and
rightfully respected the picket lines. This
further if they lose because every militant and
appears to have upset some in the office of
socialist can now cite it if victimised by their
the Labour leader… This must be the first
employer or trade union, or both in unison (pun
time a trade union, and possibly any employintended, this is increasingly common).
er, has been found to have considered a
This highlights the gulf that exists within the
person being a Left wing democratic socialist
British labour movement between genuine unas part of the reasoning for sacking him.
ionism and socialism and bureaucratic instituI am sure you agree that the union would not
tionalism. One is a top down structure imposing
want to be associated with any finding of
dictates from above aimed primarily at maintaindiscriminatory treatment of an employee on
ing the status quo. The other is striving for a
the basis of his belief in democratic socialunion democratically controlled by its members,
ism.”
recognising that the collective consciousness of
To this end Keith is standing on a draft manthe members is the union. That at all times the
ifesto found here:
needs of the members came first.
socialistfight.com/2015/02/24/1643/which
Keith stands for the election of all union offic- outlines in more detail the mechanics of
ers who should be accountable to democratically reintroducing democracy, accountability and
elected bodies of lay members at a national and
devolution of power in the GMB. You can
regional level. For the devolvement of resources also read Keith’s draft Election address here
from a national and regional level to a workplace on the link below. http://
and a local level.
grassrootsleftunite.blogspot.co.uk/2000/02/
John McDonnell MP wrote to Paul Kenny on gmb-2015-general-secretary18th October 2013:
election_23.html?m
“Many Labour MPs supported the strike and

2) Why are Unite not showing willing to
defend
us ? and
Rank and File Sparks and other builders
3)
When
will it be evident to all in the
By Steve Barley Facebook comments—
firing
line,
that
we need full time commitedited.
ment
against
all
forms of this tyrannical
he report of yet another victim of the
behaviour
by
employers?
free for all concocted by the employWe need to provide acceptable mandates,
ers, rejecting employee participation over
and
get sponsorship to provide full time
the important implementation of H&S, has
activists
to respond to all this that affects us,
resulted in another sacking of an electrician
or
just
pack
it all in.
in construction. How can this be ? To share
So
our
industry
and our trades are being
your concern of unsafe working or identifydevalued
in
front
of
our very eyes.
ing risks, dangers and hazards, is the right
We
have
“Umbrella
companies” reducing
thing to do, as we are responsible for ourour
rates
of
pay
below
that of our JIB
selves and others these issues may affect.
agreement.
As a R&F member, a spark and one of
The JIB Rule 17 is not adhered to
many that’s had a guts full of this modern
by
any firm, with the exception being
day injection of fear in the workplace, I
in
most
cases the small crew of roywonder what’s the best action we should
als,
loyal
to the companies demands.
take. The reason I say this, “Who Do We
Direct
employment
seems to be a
Consult” to prevent this happening all too
thing
of
the
past
for
most in conoften in our industry. With the Glasgow
struction,
and
premium
times in
meeting not far off, I again ask
some
cases
have
vanished
or its time
1) What is the combine achieving in its
and
a
half
for
all
hours
over
the stippresent format ?
ulated basic, which can vary, but av-

T

eraging between 45 and 50 over the 5 days,
with the rates tottering between £13.50 and
£15.00?
We’ve had the bogus self employment, the
BESNA, the deregulation, all affecting our
livelihood. Agencies are at the forefront of
this continued process, with the companies
directing the situation from a somewhat safe
distance, as money pours in to the Umbrella
companies operating the scam. We get
robbed, not just of our wages but our employment rights and anything else they can
take.
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sorts of things thirty years ago.”
Jim was engaged in the anti-nuclear movement
and CND during his teens. I attended very large
demonstrations with Jim in London in 1984 and
also smaller protests (including direct actions) at
numerous US air bases around the country.
The Miner’s Strike was a big formative influence on Jim. He was actively engaged in attending demonstrations and supporting the miners
through food and money collections. It confirmed his views on the class struggle, the importance of union organisation and the need for
solidarity among the workers. He believed these
for the rest of his life.
Jim said to me once that he became a Marxist
at the age of nineteen. He read the writings of
Marx, Engels, Lenin and Trotsky widely, and
also read many works of Ernest Mandel. In his
late teens and early twenties Jim was involved
with the Socialist Action organisation when he
was based in Birmingham.
Jim was involved in many campaigns during
his late teens and early to mid-twenties. From a
young age he saw Sinn Fein, the PLO and the
ANC as being engaged in parallel liberation
By Gerry Downing and A.N. Other
struggles. He was heavily involved in the antiames Duncan Padmore died last November,
apartheid movement and Palestine Solidarity
just short of his 48th birthday. He was a Trot- struggles in Birmingham and supported the
skyist, a revolutionary socialist and a political and
Troops Out movement.
personal friend of mine for almost twenty years.
He was involved in anti-racist movements in
The following is an account of his life from anthe 1980s- particularly the Anti-Nazi League.
other close friend:
I remember visiting Jim in Birmingham in the
“Jim became engaged in politics as a teenager.
1990s at which one of the Birmingham Six, fairly
He initially and briefly engaged with the Liberal
recently released, spoke about miscarriages of
Party. This may be difficult to believe in terms of justice. In his last year we were chatting about
his later development but what interested him
the Birmingham Six and the Guildford Four. Jim
most of all was the way it advocated electoral
talked about how he was involved in the camreform- something that he believed for the rest
paign to overturn their convictions and how
of his life.
good it felt to be part of a campaign that clearly
I remember him writing a letter to the local
succeeded.
newspaper on the subject of proportional repreLooking back over Jim’s adult life, his political
sentation probably at the age of sixteen.
thinking did evolve but the level of continuity is
Jim moved on to the Labour Party probably at also striking: for thirty years he firmly believed in
the age of sixteen or seventeen. He was involved the unions, he was against Western militarism
with the Labour Party Young Socialists. At the
but supportive of liberation movements and
time I remember Jim reading the works of EP
argued for democratic change and people power.
Thompson as well as ‘Arguments for Socialism’ and
The last three actions that he was engaged in –
‘Arguments for Democracy’ by Tony Benn. A few
to my knowledge- was opposing the EDL in
months before Jim died we were talking about
West Yorkshire, attending an event in support of
ways in which parliament could be reformed
Hong Kong democracy activists and demonstratand, after giving a few specific examples said,
ing against the bombing of Syria.”
“Of course, Tony Benn was talking about these ENDS

Jim Padmore (19662014) Obituary

J

Kingsley Abrahams Resignation
letter from Labour Party: Silence
can often be the loudest action

L

ast weekend, with a heavy heart, I ended a 30 year
relationship, when I resigned my membership of
the Labour Party. It was a decision taken after much
soul-searching, yet with a realistic view of what our
future together would look like.
You could put it down to irreconcilable differences. I
have already been attacked for being unfaithful to
Labour, but I feel that the reality is that over the past
couple of days that I feel that Labour has been unfaithful to me...
Across the country, ordinary hard working people are
struggling in this period of austerity. Nurses, fireman,
council workers, office workers. They did not cause the
banking crisis. They did not make huge profits from
the cheap money that was flowing around 10 years ago.
Yet ordinary people have borne the brunt of the cuts
that government, both national and local, has inflicted
upon them. The devastating cuts carried out by Lam-

beth Council is a real example of what austeritymeans. The March for Homes last Saturday also highlighted the urgent need for rent control and secure
homes for all.
Benefit Cuts and tax rises for the poor, particularly
the working poor. Pay freezes. Indeed for many, actual
cuts in take home pay. Yet at the same time, tax Cuts
for the richest. And Silence from Labour.
It has become increasingly clear that Labour has no
narrative that will differentiate it from the Tories. The
same Local Government settlement. The same spending caps and limits. The same rhetoric on unwelcome
immigrants and immigrants needing to speak fluent
English before taking up a job in the health service.
This is not a party that even countenances an alternative to austerity even though voters in two other
European countries are keen to give it a try (Did you
read the tweeted congratulations from Ed Miliband to
Syriza after their victory in Greece? No, I couldn’t find
it either!)
I am from the traditional wing of the Labour Party
and fervently Anti-austerity. I do not believe that the
retrenchment of the state will build a better Britain, and

I first came into contact with Jim when I was a
member of the Workers Internationalist League
(WIL) in the middle 1990s and he worked in the
Basque Country in Spain teaching English as a
foreign language. He would send articles to our
paper, Workers News, about the political struggles in the Basque country and Spain, defending
the ETA prisoners etc.
I came to value his judgement enormously on
questions like Palestine and Ireland. However I

did later reassess our position on Palestine,
inherited from the WIL. We were never in
the same political group though we came
close on a few occasions. When Socialist
Fight was launched in 2009 Jim contributed
a great deal politically to the Where We
Stand platform and then went off and
joined Workers Power, with whom he had
lesser agreement!
He was very strong on social oppression,
defending gays, lesbians and transgender
people. I wrote an article on the Swedish
law that was civilising the clients of prostitutes and putting that case and then balancing it with a long quote from Julie Bindel,
the Guardian columnist, which pointed out
that this law only made the danger to sex
workers even greater as it drove it underground and into unlit and hazardous areas
to work from. Jim phoned and said that I
could not use a Bindel quote because she
was a notorious bigot against transgender
people. I checked that out and found it was
true and took out the quote. Unfortunately
I later realised that this left the appearance
that I supported the Swedish law. The article in this issue from the English Collective
of Prostitutes sets that matter right. Jim
would have been very pleased.
Jim had an great extensive Marxist/
Trotskyist library (better than my own!) and
plans were outlined to set up a Jim Padmore
Memorial Library in the Red and Green
Club in Huddesfield, where his wake was
held. Four far left groups attended his funeral and the event after and agreed to assist
in that.

it has become increasingly clear that these policies
cannot be articulated within the current Labour Party.
Labour also appears indifferent to the unfairness of
many of the current anti-union laws and the Tories’
proposals for several more.
I have always been proud to describe myself as a
‘democratic socialist,’ and was happy to support Ed
Miliband during the leadership election as the candidate best able to reconnect the Labour Party with its
traditional supporters.
Now it appears that the Labour Party NEC is more
pre-disposed to candidates who donate money to the
Tory party, than people with a long history of campaigning for the Labour party on the London Living
wage and the public provision of public services. I
haven’t given up. I intend to continue fighting austerity. I have just taken off the shackles. 2/2/15
Kingsley was a Labour Party member for over 30 years; a
Labour Councillor for 24 years; twice a Labour PPC and
Deputy Leader of a Merton Council, and a leading Black
Sections and BAME Labour campaigner for the past 30
years. CONTACT KINGSLEY ABRAMS: MOB:

07932 447 763 Twitter: @kingsleyabrams
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Irish Republican Prisoners Support Group
The new address for letters, cards, books etc. for this
political prisoner (who has no comrades with her) is:
Ursula Ní Shionnáin,
Ionad Dóchas,
An Cuar-Bhothair Thuaidh,
BÁC 7,
Éire.

Ursula Shannon,
Dóchas Centre,
North Circular Road,
Dublin 7,
Irish Republic

The Irish Republican Prisoners Support Group highlights the case of Ursula Shannon (opposite), who is a PhD student, graduate of Trinity College and prominent
member of socialist republican group Éirígí, and her fellow prisoners John
McGreal and Colin Brady were found guilty of firearms offences by the no-jury
Special Criminal Court after a short trial and sentenced to six years in Feb. 2014.
MAGHABERRY: LEAGUE CALL statement rejecting claims that a prisoner had not Her Majesty’s Chief Inspector of Prisons, the
FOR INTERNATIONAL INQUIRY been ‘seriously’ injured. The qualification begs Independent Monitoring Board and the Prisoner
The Celtic League has written to David Ford
MLA, Minister for Justice, expressing concerns
about recent disturbances at Maghaberry Prison.
The League point out that in the past they have
raised concerns about the prison which was the
subject of a critical report from the Council of
Europe Committee for the Prevention of Torture
and Inhuman or Degrading Treatment and Punishment.
The League also stress that they have previously
accepted assurances that the Office of the Minister for Justice was serious about dealings with
concerns and that prisoners’ rights would be
respected and complaints addressed.
The letter to Minister Ford is set out below:
Mr. David Ford MLA, Minister of Justice
Block B, Castle Buildings
Stormont Estate, Belfast
Northern Ireland, BT4 3SG
3rd February 2015
Dear Minister,
I write to express our concerns over recent
events at Maghaberry Prison.
The Prison has been the focus of increasing
discontent and I understand that republican support groups outside the prison allege the prisoners rights are being abused, they are denied access
to family (visits) and attacks on inmates by prison
security staff are also alleged.
I understand that today your Office issued a

the question have prisoners been ‘injured’ during
the recent difficulties at the prison and what
independent assessment has taken place?
You will of course be aware that Maghaberry was
the subject of concerns from the Committee for
the Prevention of Torture in when it issued a
report on a visit to various custody facilities in
the United Kingdom and Northern Ireland in
2009.
Following that report in April 2010 we raised
concerns about the situation with the NIO Minister Responsible for Prisons, Paul Goggins, MP,
and assurances that matters would be improved
were given.
We then corresponded with your Office in August 2010 and we welcomed the assurances you
gave at that time that you were “serious…about
protecting the rights and needs of all prisoners
within the Northern Ireland prison estate”.
We subsequently raised issues relating to conditions surrounding the circumstances of a person
detained at the Prison once again with your Office in July 2011.
In reply to that concern you responded (final
paragraph) by setting out in some detail the avenues that were available for prisoners to use to
resolve grievances. I quote:
“As you will be aware, the Northern Ireland
Prison Service is subject to oversight by a wide
range of independent bodies, including the Criminal Justice Inspectorate for Northern Ireland,

Ombudsman for Northern Ireland. Should
………… have any concerns with regard to the
conditions of …. imprisonment …. also has
recourse to a confidential complaints system and
to the Prisoner Ombudsman.
DAVID FORD MLA
Minister of Justice”
Plainly if (as you outlined) there are multiple
avenues to utilise to resolve grievances and yet
discontent and disturbance continue within the
Prison that there is clearly a lack of confidence in,
or a failure of effectiveness by, the bodies you
mention.
I would respectfully suggest that some independent international agency with a track record of
investigating such matters be asked to intervene
before matters deteriorate further.
Two such bodies are the United Nations, via the
Office of the High Commissioner for Human
Rights and their Special Rapporteur, Juan Mendez, part of whose mission is to ‘undertake fact
finding missions’, in addition there is the Council
of Europe CPT who have already reported (see
above) on the Prison and therefore are familiar
with the situation there.
I will be copying this letter to both agencies and
urging them to consider inquiring into the ongoing discontent at Maghaberry.
Yours sincerely,
J B Moffatt (Mr), Director of Information, Celtic
League”

Austin Harney, 10 January: “The
BBC does not seem to be taking this
matter seriously. No mention of institutionalised anti - Irish racism and potential genocide that killed at least one
million people, practically wiped out an
entire Gaelic speaking population and
forced millions of Irish people to leave
Ireland against their will to this day. I
won’t find it funny to watch a comedy
associated with two people looking like
skeletons in a humble abode with a
couple of days to live. I won’t be laughing when a tenant chops up his horses
to feed his children. I won’t be amused
when an ordinary Irish woman is cook-

ing potatoes for her sons and daughters, and then the food turns rotten that
the family have nothing to eat. There
will be no laughter from myself when
people are eating grass. Finally, who
will find it funny when a farm labourer
is begging for food in a workhouse, is
told to leave, and then has to open his
jacket in order to dump a dead child on
the counter? If incidents of this nature
do not occur in this comedy, then it will
be an utter distortion of the truth and
the Irish Famine will be trivialised all
over again in Britain. The people who
are defending this programme could be
snookered!”
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By Gerry Downing: A posting of a Michael Collins photo on Facebook
prompted a huge debate (as it always does). This was my tuppence worth:

W

ell, the question in the Treaty and the Civil
War was, what was Ireland’s relations going
to be when the war was over? Britain had defeated
the Boers in South Africa before the war (1903)
and this was the second big test. Sinn Fein under
Arthur Griffiths wanted a dual monarchy, had
bitterly opposed Larkin and Connolly in the 1913
Lockout and after and had opposed the Easter
Rising. They became the leadership of the national
struggle by default but Griffiths was ousted by de
Valera as president of Sinn Fein and the rebellion
as the nation swung left at the 1916 executions.
But Griffiths remained and his politics remained
and Collins gravitated to his outlook of subordinating Ireland to the British Empire again.
De Valera opposed the Treaty but weakly, apart
from during the Treaty election hustings but on the
ground the best of the fighters rejected it out of
hand. Ernie O’Malley’s On Another Man’s Wound
makes that absolutely clear, nor did he give de
Valera’s Document No 2 a second thought. It is
clear from his account and from the details that
have emerged of the sophisticated military tactics
of Tom Barry and his men at (the battle of) Crossbarry that far from being on their last legs they
were developing as a powerful military force and
the outright defeat of the British forces was now a
real possibility.
And surely that was why Britain sued for peace.
‘Terrible war’ and Free State stories about the IRA
on its last legs was so much propaganda.
Basically Collins capitulated to Griffiths who was

• Kevin Vernon
• John Paul Wootton
SSU
• Gavin Coyle.
Maghaberry Prison • Austin Creggan
• Desmond Hamill
Old Road
Ballinderry Upper • Tommy Hamill
• Martin McGilloway
Lisburn

POW List: 27
January 2015:
ALL IRPWA

The North of Ireland, BT28 2PT
ROE 4: IRPWA

• Joe Barr
• Brian Cavlan
• Jason Ceulman
• Martin Connolly
• Colin Duffy
• Dominic Dynes
• Gareth Feeny
• Harry Fitzsimons
• Damien Harkin
• Neil Hegarty
• Seamus (Scotchy)
Kearney
• Sean Kelly
• Nathan Hastings
• Brendan McConville
• Sean McConville
• Alex McCrory
• Anthony McDonnell
• Mark McGuigan
• DD McLaughlin
• Seamus McLaughlin
• Gerard Mac Manus
• Brian Sheridan

always a supporter of the British Empire, but wanted a little home rule to keep the workers and small
farmers in check with a bogus ‘independence’
under the King.
The truly radical forces were the left republicans,
Liam Mellows in particular, whose speech during
the Treaty Debates is an absolute classic international socialist republican call to arms. It reads as
fresh today as the day he delivered it. This was the
radical alternative, learned during his enforced exile
in America where he met revolutionary socialists of
every hue and from his connection with the fledgling Irish Communist Party, led by men like Sean
McLoughlin and Roddy Connolly (before he became a TU bureaucrat).
They combined the national liberation struggle
with the struggle for socialism, inspired by the
Russian Revolution and Mellows took them seriously and issued a manifesto from his cell which
made the connection which would inspire the
working class and small farmers to fight.
That was why they shot him and his three comrades on 8 December 1922 and others like Erskine
Childers and carried out the Kerry Atrocities.
Counterrevolution to allow the big Dublin capitalist and the big ranchers to maintain their trade
relations with the empire at the expense of the
‘lower orders’.
And that counterrevolution gave us modern
Ireland and Michael Collins was its chief architect.
Griffiths did not have the authority or respect to
accomplish it on his own.

• Christine Connor
(Co. Antrim)

Portlaoise Prison
Dublin Road
Portlaoise, Co
Laois
E3:

• Vincent Banks
• Michael Barr
• Ciaran Collins
• Kevin Braney
• Gabriel Mackle
• James Brennan (Co.
• Damien McKennan
Kildare)
• Eugene Mc Loone
• John Brock
• Martin McLoone
• Ciaran Burke
• Gary Toman
• Desmond Christie
• Willie Wong
• Sean Connolly
ROE 3: Cogús
• Bernard Dempsey
• Eamon Cassidy
• Dean Evans
• Danny Doyle
• Sean Farrell
• Dermontt McFadden • Cormac Fitzpatrick
(Derry)
• Stephen Hendricks
• Tommy McGuire
• David Jordan
• Ta Mc Willams
• Sharif Kelly
• Phil O’Donnell
• Nick Kendall
• Tony Taylor
• Nick McBennett
Hydebank Wood
• Jim McCormick
Hospital Road
• Edward McGrath
BELFAST BT8
• Stephen McGowan
• Declan Phelan
8NA, Female Re• Brian Walsh (Cork)
publican Wing -

ROE 3:

Hydebank Prison:

E4: Teach na

• Sharon Rafferty (East Fáilte
INLA
Tyrone)
• Eugene Kelly
• Nuala Gormley

(Dundalk)
• Noel Mooney
(Dublin)
Non-INLA E4
• Joe Conlon
(Dublin / PPD)
• Liam Grogan Kildare (Convicted and
sentenced in England)
• Tarlach Mac
Dhomhnaill (South
Fermanagh / PPD)
• Michael Mc Hugh
(Crossmaglen)
• Darren Mulholland
(Louth /Convicted
and sentenced in England)
• David Murphy (Co.
Louth)

E2: Cogús

The Ireland of
the gombeen man
and the slum
landlords,
the
vicious capitalist
bastard (William
Martin Murphy)
and the clerical
fascists who gifted
us with so much
child rape and
abuse was made
possible by that
counterrevolution.
And Collins was
not ‘assassinated’ Statue of Liam Mellows in
or ‘murdered’, he Galway
fell in a Civil War
action by the local IRA unit who were defending
republican held territory against an enemy convoy.
Denis “Sonny” O’Neill (from Timoleague) shot
him with almost the final round of the engagement
as they were breaking off and Collins though it was
over (“I dropped a man” he reported later). Even if
it wasn’t s a fluke shot the local IRA were doing
their duty in defence of 1916 and its Republic.
Collins and his Free Staters were defending the
economic and political interests of the British
Empire. Which was why Churchill gave them those
big guns to bombard the Four Courts, offering to
paint them green to let him know who was the real
master. And we now know that the British Army
itself, as it made its way to the Dublin docks to
leave Ireland, opened up on the Four Courts and
secured the surrender, as a final favour to their new
neo-colonial Free State servants.

land)
• Michael McDonald
(Louth / Sentenced &
Convicted in England)
• Dalton McKevitt
(Louth)
• Michael McKevitt
(Louth)
• Joe O’Brien
(Wexford)
• Patrick Tierney (Co.
Armagh)
• John Troy,
• Paddy McDonagh, •
• David Gallagher, •
Garrett Mulley,

E1: Limerick Real
Sinn Féin
• Dean Fitzpatrick
(Dublin)
• Stephen Fogarty
(Dublin)
• Joseph Kirwin (Co.
Laois)
• Buddy Nolan
(Dublin)
• Ken O’Reilly (Co.
Limerick)
• Seán Ryan (Co. Waterford)

Cabhair
Mountjoy Prison
E2: Unaligned
North Circular
• Colin Brady (Dublin)
Road,
• John McGreal
Dublin 7.
E1: Unaligned

• John Daly (Dublin)
• Charles Anthony
• Aiden Hulme (Co.
Deery
Louth / Sentenced &
• Noel Callan (40
Convicted in England)
Years, no remission); • Robert Hulme (Co.
awarded 1/4 remisLouth / Sentenced &
sion
Convicted in England)
• Gerard Carroll
• John Keogh
(Louth)
• Finton O’Farrell
• Niall Farrell (Louth) (South Armagh /
• Patrick Gordon (Co. Sentenced & ConvictArmagh)
ed in England)
• Tony Hyland
• Declan Rafferty (Co.
(Dublin / Sentenced
Louth / Sentenced &
& Convicted in Eng- Convicted in England)
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• Pat Barry (Donegal

Magilligan Prison
Point Road,
Magilligan
Co Derry BT49
0LR
• Tony Friel

Dóchas Centre,
North Circular
Road,
Dublin 7
Éirígí
• Ursula Shannon
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The Transitional Programme; its relevance and
By John Barry (abridged)
application today
Introduction

T

he Transitional Programme is the method which was employed by the pioneers of scientific socialism Marx and
Engels in the ‘Communist Manifesto’ and was used successfully
by the Bolsheviks to become the method of the first four congresses of the Third International (AKA the Communist International). After the Third International suffered bureaucratic
degeneration it abandoned the transitional program and regressed to the old minimum (day to day achievable reforms) and
maximum (some vision of organization in an unspecified socialist future) demands of the Second International (AKA the Socialist International) expressed in reformism and sectarianism,
just as social democracy had done decades previously.
The responsibility of building the revolutionary socialist consciousness rested upon the shoulders of the Left Opposition of
the communist movement after this degeneration, and then
later the Fourth International founded in 1938 when it was clear
the Third was beyond salvation.
The Transitional Programme is the only method which can
build a socialist consciousness in the working class and create a
bridge, as Trotsky described it between the current consciousness of the majority of workers and the final conclusion of the
class struggle, that a socialist revolution is necessary to save
humanity from capitalism. It is of paramount importance for a
revolutionary party to have a correct method to build a revolutionary socialist consciousness in the working class, otherwise
there will be no overthrow of capitalism and the transformation
to socialism.
Crisis does not result automatically in revolution. Imperialism
(highest form of monopolistic capital) reached a most destructive phase in the 1930s and developed into the most murderous
and bloody world slaughter which ended in the industrial extermination of an entire people and mass murder through the use
of atomic weapons. Yet despite the huge desire among the
masses in Europe and Asia for socialism, their misleaders
helped prop up imperialism and throw consciousness backwards with a massive anti-communist propaganda onslaught.
Trotsky was clear that if capitalism survived the Second World
War it would see a new lease of life for world imperialism and
would eventually lead to the Third World War.[1] Today US
imperialism dominates the planet, it has no equal and is entering
its most predatory and destructive phase, as happened with
German imperialism in the 1930s. The US has in its sights the
semi-oppressed nations of Russia, China, Iran, Syria and North
Korea.
The next world war could quickly escalate into a thermonuclear conflict and destroy humanity. Therefore the need for
socialist revolution is paramount. The importance of developing
transitional demands is precisely because the working class as a
product of bourgeois society has a false consciousness when
compared with the objective situation. Kautsky when he was
the main theoretician of Marxism in the second international
and Lenin following him explained that a socialist consciousness comes to workers from without, that is to say it is introduced and taught to workers from the intelligentsia, bourgeois
intellectuals from outside the working class. [2]
These intellectuals such as Marx, Engels, Lenin and Trotsky

develop theory. The vanguard workers then learn, and develop
as worker intellectuals and train other vanguard workers. Trotsky explained how revolutionaries are distinct to others in the
workers movement
In the final analysis, revolutionaries are made of the same
social stuff as other people. But they must have had certain very
different personal qualities to enable the historical process to
separate them from the rest into a distinct group. Association
with one another, theoretical work, the struggle under a definite
banner, collective discipline, the hardening under the fire of
danger, these things gradually shape the revolutionary type. [3]
Whole sections of the class however lag in consciousness in
comparison to the objective conditions and hence the necessity
for a Transitional Programme. We must however be patient
explaining and helping to develop the consciousness of the
workers to connect with the objective conditions. In no way
should this mean however that we should appeal to the lowest
common denominator of workers consciousness, tail ending
populist petty bourgeois public opinion and jumping on the
latest political bandwagon. Trotsky explained:
“The mentality in general is backward or delayed, in relation to the
economic development….This delay can be short or long. In normal times when the development is slow, in a long line, this delay
cannot produce catastrophic results. To a great extent this delay
signifies that the workers are not equal to the tasks put before
them by objective conditions; but in times of crisis this delay may
be catastrophic.”[4]

How should transitional demands be formulated?
The Transitional Programme is not therefore a list of reforms
all at once aimed at nothing thought up by a small group running a sect, and is not policies handed down from an enlightened ‘Socialist’ government in response to left demands. It must
be a fighting program, hitting the base and structure of capitalist
society, directing workers to take control of the material world
and destroy the capitalist state, they would then need a new
program to guide them using the material they control and can
then build socialism through the workers’ state, the transitional
program ‘brings the reader only to the doorstep’ of socialism.
[5] Hence the original ‘Transitional Programme’ was a draft for
the period it was written in and not to be used as a Gospel as
some sects do.
Class consciousness is not static and is not homogeneous in
all sections of the working class at the same time. Only a minority will of course have a developed class consciousness of the
Marxist understanding of human social relations. The majority
of the working class will develop a common set of interests to
fight for and overcome, they will not develop a socialist consciousness or a higher class consciousness as the vanguard of
the class does which is expressed in the revolutionary party. It is
therefore necessary to develop a set of demands they can fight
around and which present to them a resolution of the problems
faced under capitalism. So despite the diversity in consciousness
and the many other differences between workers which are
fostered by capitalist ideologues, the demands if they resonate
with a desire and confidence of the class to fight for them can
help to unite the working class. Trotsky in a polemic against a
French leftist intellectual illustrated how the moods of the
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masses are varied and can change and only revolutionary strategy can develop their struggle:
“Victory is not at all the ripe fruit of the proletariat’s
“maturity”. Victory is a strategical task. It is necessary
to utilize in order to mobilise the masses; taking as a
starting point the given level of their “maturity” it is
necessary to propel them forward, teach them to understand that the enemy is by no means omnipotent,
that it is torn asunder with contradictions,”[6]

The demands tackle the solutions to the objective
circumstances with an embryo of socialist organization of society. The demands themselves while
addressed as the solutions to the crisis of capitalism cannot be fully implemented through the capitalist state and therefore even if attempted partially
can only finally be achieved through conquest of
power by the working class. It encourages the
working class to go further, even if the capitalists
and the state are forced to give partial reform then
further demands must be made especially as it becomes apparent that the capitalist state and the trade union and reformist
labour leaders will not go further attacking the base of capitalism, a wall will be met.
That is how the bridge from today’s understanding by the
working class and the revolutionary consciousness of tomorrow
is built. As Trotsky described the program as ‘an instrument to
vanquish and overcome the backwardness’ .[7] Knowing when
and which demands to use at a particular time is important for
revolutionaries. We do not present a whole list of demands all at
once and always the same for years on end (as the SPEW does),
the demands can change depending on circumstance, the symptoms of capitalist crisis at a given time and level of struggle by
the working class. However the demands must always be addressed as a solution to the objective conditions under capitalism, after all the understanding of the working class can alter
quickly ‘under the blows of objective crisis’. [8]
One way is to put the demands into easily memorable and
understood slogans, which Trotsky described as ‘the program of
socialism but in a very popular and simple form’. [9] As we have
said we must build on the demands the more success and penetration of the demands among the masses is achieved and their
implementation until the point is reached where the working
class understands and follows the revolutionary leadership to
overthrow the capitalist state.

Slogans and Demands
When the original draft program was written in 1938 the situation in terms of symptomatic expressions of the capitalist crisis
differ to that of today, some of course remain the same such as
the threat of world war. We cannot therefore use the same slogans as were used then. Trotsky drew up a ‘Program of Action
for France’ when he resided there. This is one of the best examples of transitional demands and included the following:
Forty-hour week, wage increases. Workers’ control will demonstrate that the level of productive forces permits the reduction of
the working day. Wage increases at the expense of the magnates of
the Comite des Forges, of the Comite des Houilleres, of the Finalys, the Schneiders and the Staviskys, and to the material and moral
advantage of the labouring people.
Real social security and, first of all, unemployment insurance.
Annual vacation of at least one month. Retirement pensions permitting one to live after fifty years of age.
Equal wages for equal work. Abolition of the super exploitation

imposed on women, young people, aliens and colonials.
For working women, the same wages and same rights as for working men. Maternity protection with supplementary leaves of absence. For young people, wages equal to adults. Extension of study
and apprenticeship at the collective expense. Special hygienic
measures. Repeal of all special legislation applying to foreign and
colonial workers.[ 10]

France was in the grips of the capitalist crisis at this time and
sections of the capitalist ruling class had attempted a fascist
coup, only social revolution could have bought these demands
then. Instead there was world war and then the capitalist upturn
as there had been in the late 19th century which meant social
reforms could be introduced, but today we are in crisis once
again and the gains are gone or being eroded in the imperialist
countries.
Some of the basic demands are the same though. Observing
current struggles is important to develop demands and slogans,
as they must resonate with the masses. For example there are
currently various movements based on occupations including
among poorer sections of the working class such as the E15
Mothers which have taken on the problems created by capitalism which have impoverished them. Occupations have always
been an important part of class struggle for workers under capitalism and is also in the original Transitional Programme concerning factory occupations.
Today we could raise the demand for the occupation of empty
properties to be given to families who need them and become
cooperatives with public funding, or something similar, the final
demands must be reached through discussion. In the labour
movement demands could find wide appeal on the left and be
aimed at Labour leaders and especially Labour governments.
In the present time demands for a return to union rights
which have been eroded by Tory employment acts and taxing
the rich to pay for public services would find wide support, and
if the rich threaten to move their wealth abroad we should demand trade exchange controls and leading from that the demand for open and transparent accounting of all finance in the
country and global trade and their wealth prevented from moving. The Labour leaders can no longer even promise to nationalize utilities, so even demanding this would run up against the
capitalist state, however capitalist nationalization is not the answer, the demand should be the nationalization under committees of workers and consumers control and management without capitalists.
If a demand such as this were to take on mass support in the
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labour movement
and it became clear
the leaders would
betray it, which even
under a left wing
leadership would be
the case for the reformists, and then
the call for occupation of the utilities
could be made. The
same would be made
for the banks, the
demand could be
made for the total
appropriation of the
banks and finance
institutions by the
state under workers’
control, in contrast
to Brown’s buying of
the banks with tax
payers money like he did with RBS and Northern Rock to
bailout the capitalists in 2008.
There is a wide desire for decent public services even among
more backward workers, but also distrust of government and
big business of which public services are also seen as part of or
under the influence of. Therefore demands for public services
without unrepresentative governments and big capitalists, would
find a hearing among workers and this could develop into the
understanding that we could run public services if we occupy
them and make them ours. This is transcending the capitalist
state and property relations.
When a revolutionary situation does develop and dual power
becomes a prospect we must call on the working class and their
organisations to take power from the capitalist state, as the Bolsheviks did in 1917, which exposed the political cowardice and
impotence of the other parties who claimed to lead the working
class such a the Mensheviks and Social Revolutionaries. We
would also expose the cowardice of the official labour and trade
union leaders.
We must challenge the illusions in the capitalist state and the
faith in bourgeois democracy especially by reformist workers,
we must explain and expose how undemocratic it has become,
which most workers know to a degree already. We could appeal
to the memory of the Chartists and call for reforms that capitalism could never concede. Trotsky did this in the ‘Programme of
Action for France’, in which he appealed to reformist socialists to
be faithful to ‘the ideas and methods not of the Third Republic
but of the Convention of 1793’[11] and called for ‘A single assembly’ to ‘combine the legislative and executive powers.’ [12]
A similar demand could be made for Britain today, with abolition of the Lords and the Monarchy and election of Prime
Minister and cabinet by the chamber. We could add that MPs
earn the average of their constituents, how many right wing
Labour MPs would there be then? Also the defence of Human
Rights which are currently being eroded will find wide understanding. The improvement and protection of unemployment,
housing and disability benefits is also an important demand and
links to the question of who controls the wealth, and how it
should be spent to pick up the devastating effects of capitalism.

Internationalism: Challenging the social chauvinists
Socialism cannot be created in one country, it must be international; the struggle of workers against capitalism is worldwide.
The defeat of world imperialism of the USA and the NATO
block is of major importance. Therefore we must always agitate
for solidarity with workers in struggle in other nations and national liberation struggles.
As we are close again to world war we must warn the masses
of the danger and demand the dismantling of NATO and the
other military alliances protecting the interests of the US dollar.
In Britain the call for nuclear disarmament can also be linked
to how public money is spent and how it can be put to socially
useful projects if workers could have control of public finance.
As can a call to withdraw all troops from foreign occupation,
including Ireland and linked to this the freeing of all Irish political prisoners and prisoners. The wars in Afghanistan and Iraq
met with mass opposition.
If such a situation were to develop into a revolutionary crisis
then we would begin calling for trade union rights for the ranks
of the army we could raise the demand for the election of officers but only when the soldiers are mutinous during a revolutionary crisis, not in peacetime.

Conclusion
The Transitional Programme is not and cannot be set in stone
and used as a Gospel of some kind. It must be developed
through as wide a discussion as possible, taking into account the
struggles of the day and consider and the objective situation and
how it develops.
Demands stemming from these struggles can gain an immediate
understanding among workers. They must be developed in the
course of struggle, building from one to another. The demands
must however be a solution to capitalist crisis which must in the
final analysis pose to the working class that it can only be solved
by the action of the class taking power and transcending capitalist property relations.
The programme can then be a bridge from the struggle today to
the socialist revolution of tomorrow.
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Sex Work: No client criminalisation
By Niki Adams, English Collective of Prostitutes

F

or years sex workers, burdened by stigma
and discrimination, found it hard to
speak and organise in our own name. This has
started to change and a recent example shows
how effective campaigns spearheaded by sex
workers can be.
In November last year, Fiona Mactaggart
MP tried to introduce legislation to criminalise men who buy sex. Her amendment to the
Modern Slavery Bill to make “procuring sex for
payment” illegal initially had cross-party support. Seven days later after a lively and intense
Protesters outside Sheila Farmer’s court case, January 2012
campaign which elicited support from a wide
range of organisations and individuals, the tide had turned “Sex workers had to rush screening clients and were displaced to
against Mactaggart to such an extent that she was forced to outlying areas with increased risks of violence, including being
forced to engage in unprotected sex.”
withdraw the amendment.
Hundreds of individuals and organisations responded to a When clients on the street in Scotland were criminalised in Ocplea from the English Collective of Prostitutes and lobbied MPs tober 2007, the number of assaults on sex workers soared. [1]
to oppose the amendment. Hampshire Women’s Institute, Some women describe being cornered and threatened with arWomen Against Rape and the Royal College of Nursing were rest by police unless they “go get us a client”. Marianna Popa
was murdered in Ilford on 28 October 2013[2] in the wake of a
three notable groups that lent their name to the campaign.
People drew heavily on information provided by the ECP but police crackdown which resulted in over 200 “prostitute caumany added detailed and concrete examples from their own tions” being issued to women in the area over the last year, and
experience. Safety was a primary concern. Sex workers in partic- many arrests for loitering and soliciting. Afterwards, senior poular described how criminalising clients would make it more lice officers voiced concerns that “operations to tackle the trade
dangerous and stigmatising to work. Some gave examples of are ‘counterproductive’ and likely to put the lives of women at
how existing kerb-crawling legislation, that criminalises men risk. [3]
who solicit for sex on the street, robbed them of the time to There is no disagreement that sex workers suffer high levels
check out clients, negotiate what services they would provide, of rape and other violence. Sheila Farmer, who bravely went
forced them to work in more isolated areas and caused them to public to campaign described her experience:
work harder and take more risks to make the same money:
“I worked alone. Within months, I was attacked, raped repeatedly,
“To avoid the police, clients drive by and signal to follow them
into a side street. As soon as I get to the car I have to jump in. You
get no chance to see who it is that is driving, I can’t really see his
face, or check if he is drunk. I have to just hurry up and get in
before the police come.”

tied up, held hostage, and nearly strangled. I gave evidence against
my attacker but he got off. I suffered years of nightmares and panic attacks.”

But what caused outrage among sex workers in particular was
the claim by those promoting a “sex purchase law” that prostiVarious studies, including 2014 research in Canada, found that tution is violence. Conflating the two implies that sex workers
criminalizing clients meant:
don’t know the difference between consenting sex and rape.
Women Against Rape objected that criminalizing clients would
“divert police time and resources away from reported rapes and
sexual assaults.”[4] Considering that two women a week are
killed by their partner or former partner; the question was asked
whether marriage be banned?
Some sex workers described graphically how the existing laws
undermine safety by forcing them to work in isolation and made
it harder for women to report rape and other violence. [5] After
she was attacked Ms Farmer vowed never to work alone but
consequently she fell foul of the brothel-keeping law. She was
charged with brothel-keeping. With the ECP she successfully
campaigned to stop the prosecution. The ECP has also fought a
number of cases [6] where women reported serious attacks to
the police and were themselves prosecuted or threatened with
prosecution while their attackers went free. District judge Nigel
Richardson, who in his capacity as a solicitor defended Ms
Farmer and many other sex workers, based his objections to a
sex purchase law on his knowledge of the enormous lengths
Protest against the closure of flats in Soho where sex workers
that sex workers go to to keep themselves safe. He also helpfulwork in relative safety
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Sex Work: No client
criminalisation
ly listed the existing laws that can be used
against exploitation and violence. [7]
The amendment to the Modern Slavery Bill
claimed to be modelled on a law introduced
in 1999 in Sweden which alongside criminalizing clients, decriminalized sex workers on
the street. Inevitably then, the success or
failure of the Swedish legislation was a central question. Mactaggart claimed that the Briefing for MPs against a proposed law to criminalise sex workers’ clients, DeSwedish law “has been shown to reduce sex cember 2014
trafficking” yet produced no evidence to support this. In contrast, the Global Alliance Against Traffic in themselves with homophobic fundamentalist Christians, who
Women’s 2011 research that found “criminalising sex workers’ have spearheaded attacks on gay rights and oppose gay marclients does not reduce sex work or trafficking. Instead, it in- riage, sex outside marriage and abortion. To its shame, an Allfringes on sex workers’ rights and obstructs anti-trafficking ef- Party Parliamentary Group founded by Mactaggart chose as its
forts.”[8]
secretariat the homophobic charity CARE. [15] Lord Morrow
False claims about trafficking have been used before to justify who introduced legislation in Northern Ireland to criminalise
a crackdown on prostitution including by Mactaggart, who for clients has a long history of opposing LGBT rights. [16]
years pedalled the now discredited figure that “80% of women Some also pointed to the discriminatory way that laws crimiin prostitution are controlled by traffickers”. [9]
nalising clients have been implemented in other countries for
In reality anti-trafficking legislation is primarily being used to example, the US where Hispanic men and those living in lowtarget immigrant sex workers for raids and deportations. During income neighbourhoods are disproportionately targeted.
well publicised raids on Soho flats last year, done in the name of Some asked why when unemployment, benefit cuts and sancfreeing victims of trafficking, 250 police broke down doors and tions, lowering wages, increased homelessness, and debt are
dragged handcuffed immigrant women in their underwear onto forcing more women, particularly mothers, into prostitution, the
the streets.
best that feminist MPs can come up with is to increase criminalConsidering that “internationally only 22% of human traffick- isation. Are women less degraded when we have to skip meals,
ing is for sexual exploitation”, [10] creating fair working condi- beg or stay with a violent partner to keep a roof over our heads?
tions and ending abuses in low-wage labour industries will ulti- Some mothers demanded support for their caring work to
mately do far more to end trafficking in persons and protect the enable them to “exit” prostitution:
human rights of workers in vulnerable situations.
“I am the mother of a child with learning difficulties. To pay for
Evidence that the Swedish law has increased stigma and dis- the basics that most people take for granted, keeping warm, having
crimination came firstly from sex workers in Sweden who were decent food, replacing essential furniture, I have worked on street
corners as a prostitute. Most of the other girls that I meet on the
never consulted when the law was introduced:
“We are still criminalised if we work together in premises, we risk
eviction by landlords, condemnation by social workers and even
losing custody of our kids because we are seen as ‘bad girls’ unwilling to change. This law should be abolished not exported to other
countries.”[11]

Thirty academics wrote to MPs listing research which documented the detrimental impact of the law. [12]
Health professionals, many of whom do outreach work with
sex workers on the street and in premises, objected to the
amendment based on their concrete experience of seeing how
criminalisation blocks access to health services. This was confirmed by the Lancet which recently came out for the decriminalisation of sex work saying: “. . . sex workers face substantial
barriers in accessing prevention, treatment, and care services,
largely because of stigma, discrimination, and criminalisation.”[13]
LGBT groups objected on the grounds that consenting sex
should not be a crime. [14] They pointed to the decriminalisation of gay sex in England in the 1960s and asked why consenting sex where money is exchanged should continue to be criminalised.
Many objected to a “sex purchase” law being presented as a
“gender equality” measure when feminist politicians have allied

street are there to keep their families together; their children out of
care. What I want is a little recognition. I’m not asking for the
£1000 they would pay a stranger to do my job as a mother. Just a
little of that money would have made my life and my daughter’s
life much easier and I could have got off that street corner.”

Mactaggart also claimed that “prostitution is an extreme form of
exploitation.” Sex workers countered this with their experience
of other jobs, many of which were also exploitative and even
dangerous.
“I was fed up of being a cleaner, bar maid and shop assistant, often
all on the same day. Prostitution is certainly not the worst job I
have ever had. I have worked on the fish market and as a cleaner
where I was working for people who didn’t care if we were cold or
tired or how we were spoken to.”

No-one would sensibly suggest that working in a fish market be
banned. Campaigns by trade unions to address exploitation in
other jobs have focussed on empowering workers to insist on
their rights. Some trade unionists support the right of sex workers to join a trade union, “to fight for pay terms and conditions
like every other worker and even to lodge grievances at tribunals, if they have been badly treated by their employers.” Yet
many trade unions, with the notable exception of the GMB and
CWU, have remained silent or have supported increased criminalization.
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John McDonnell MP, our staunch supporter, co-ordinated
opposition to Mactaggart’s amendment within parliament. His
masterful speech during the debate referenced the contribution
of campaigners and he concluded:
“I am fundamentally opposed to [the] new clause, because it is
worrying, counter-productive and dangerous… the answer is not
to criminalise any of their activities, but to tackle the underlying
cause by not cutting welfare benefits and ensuring people have an
affordable roof over their heads and giving them access to decent,
paid employment…We must listen to sex workers.”

The Labour front bench did not back Mactaggart’s amendment
– one sure sign of the success of our lobbying.
New Zealand’s successful decriminalization is increasingly
being seen as a model for the UK. The 2003 Prostitution Reform Act removed prostitution from the criminal law, allowed
people to work together collectively, and distinguished between
violence and consenting sex. It reinforced offences against compelling anyone into prostitution, stating a specific right for sex
workers to refuse any client. A comprehensive five year review
found: no increase in prostitution, and that sex workers were
more able to report violence and leave prostitution if they
choose. [17]
The English Collective of Prostitutes is following up on the
success of this campaign by issuing a pledge for decriminalization for organizations and prominent individuals to sign. As the
election approaches, we want decriminalisation on the agenda
of every political party. We need your support for this as well as
for our fight for occupational health and safety and against the
cuts which impoverish us and propel us into prostitution.

Sign the Pledge
The English Collective of Prostitutes is an organisation of sex
workers and former sex workers working in all areas of the sex
industry – on the street and indoors. We campaign for the decriminalisation of prostitution so that we can work together for
safety. We also campaign against poverty and for financial alternatives to prostitution. The ECP is often referred to as the
‘Girls Union’ and we do similar work
trade unionists do – fighting cases
with people against police harassment, arrests and raids.

Candlelit march protesting violence and police raids against sex
workers, December 2014
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[3] http://www.theguardian.com/
society/2014/jan/19/woman -killedprostitute-police-blame
[4] http://prostitutescollective.net/wpcontent/uploads/2014/11/WAR Modern-Slavery-Bill-Briefing.pdf
[5] Silence on Violence, Andrew Boff,
March 2012
[6] http://prostitutescollective.net/tag/
barking/
[7] http://prostitutescollective.net/wpcontent/uploads/2014/11/06388373.pdf
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Why Socialist Fight is launching a series on Marxist philosophy
By Gerry Downing

L

enin (1870-1924) considered that there were
three sources and three component parts of
Marxism, namely German philosophy, English
political economy and French socialism. Socialist
Fight has neglected the first of these and so will
dedicate a page in each future issue to this question.
Serious Marxists are familiar with the thesis that
Marx (1818-83) stood Hegel on his head, philosophically, and replaced the Absolute Idea (God)
with nature. But Marx didn’t simply reject Hegel.
This in 1873:
“The mystifying side of Hegelian dialectic I criticised nearly thirty years ago, at a time when it was
still the fashion…(Those) who now talk large in
cultured Germany, to treat Hegel in same way as the
brave Moses Mendelssohn in Lessing’s time treated
Spinoza, i.e., as a “dead dog.” I therefore openly
avowed myself the pupil of that mighty thinker,”

Heraclitus outside the consensus of Greek philosophers by Michelangelo, Spinoza and Heidegger:
“Heidegger’s philosophical outlook found its logical expression in the death camps. His
‘philosophy’ contributed to human understanding of its relationship to itself and to nature in general
what the Holocaust contributed to human progress”.

necessity that it will exterminate on the earth its
years later because he was weakening this separahighest creation, the thinking mind, it must sometion by seeing God in everything. If God was the
where else and at another time again produce it.’
This introduction seeks to show Marxism as the motive force of all life it was far too easy to subThat was Spinoza’s standpoint, a circumstance that
outcome of the historical development of ALL stitute nature for God and become an atheistic
seemingly gave Engels grounds for replying categorprogressive human thought. We were drawn up materialist. The Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy:
ically and unambiguously to Plekhanov when he
sharply by the homage paid to Martin Heidegger
“Eriugena’s cosmological account has been critiasked: ‘So in your opinion old Spinoza was right in
(1889-1976) following the publication of his ‘black
cized for collapsing the differences between God
saying that thought and extension were nothing but
notebooks’ early in 2014 and the appearance of a
and creation, leading to a heresy later labelled as
two attributes of one and the same substance?’ “Of
journal, The Heidegger Review in July 2914.
pantheism”. [3]
course,” answered Engels, “old Spinoza was quite
right”.’
The Editor of The Heidegger Review is John MiSpinoza’s definition means the following: in man, as
nahane who was once my best friend in Cork in Leszek Kołakowski, the Polish Marx scholar, has
in any other possible thinking creature, the same
secondary school and college between about 1966 mentioned Eriugena as one of the primary influmatter thinks as in other cases (other modi) only
and 1972. He wrote the editorials and Why ences on Hegel’s, and therefore Marx’s, dialectical
‘extends’ in the form of stones or any other
Heidegger is Interesting in which he managed to form. In particular, he called De Divisione Natu‘unthinking body’; that thought in fact cannot be
rae
a
prototype
of
Hegel’s
Phenomenology
of
Spirit.
equate the reactionary Superman theory of Frieseparated from world matter and counterposed to it
John Locke (1632–1704), whilst accepted the
drich Nietzsche (1844-1900) with its ubermensch
itself as a special, incorporeal ‘soul’, and it (thought)
elitism which logically led to the Nazi Alfred Ros- existence of God held that reason should be the
is matter’s own perfection. That is how Herder and
Goethe, La Mettrie and Diderot, Marx and Plekhanenberg’s [1893-1946] untermensch) with Trotsky’s ultimate judge of all truth. Lord Herbert of Cherov (all great ‘Spinozists’) and even the young Schelbury (1583–1648) maintained that revelation was
communist projection that under socialism:
ling, understood Spinoza. [6]
unnecessary because human reason was able to
“The average human type will rise to the heights of
know all the truths requisite for salvation.
Engels (1820-95) outlined the new philosophy of
an Aristotle, a Goethe, or a Marx”. And above this
John Toland (1670–1722), from Ardagh in the dialectical materialism in this way:
ridge new peaks will rise.” [1]
Inishowen
Peninsula of Donegal, was much influ“The perception of the fundamental contradiction
Blogger Ross Wolfe http://thecharnelhouse.org/
in German idealism led necessarily back to materialsays the following on the Facebook site Aftermath: enced by John Locke’s Essay on Human Understanding. Embracing Locke’s epistemology, Toland
ism, but — nota bene — not to the simply meta“Heidegger was, and remains, the greatest philosophysical, exclusively mechanical materialism of the
viewed reason as a mental faculty. He argued that
pher of the twentieth century. Wittgenstein was,
perhaps, a close second. There is the question,
however, of whether this is a title one would still
want to aspire to in the twentieth century. Indeed,
Heidegger himself seemed to recognize that philosophy’s time had passed, that it was over and had to
be replaced by an indeterminate thinking.”

At the heart of this debate is philosophical dualism,
the idealist proposition that thought and its extension are two separate entities, that the object and
the subject are two separate and unconnected
phenomena or at least they are not dialectically
connected.
This theme runs through the whole of the history of philosophy, challenged historically by ancient
dialecticians like Heraclitus of Ephesus (c. 535 – c.
475 BCE) who insisted on eternal change in the
universe, famously:

all parts of the universe were in motion. Additionally, motion was part of the definition of matter
and was, therefore, an aspect of its nominal essence. Toland invented the word, ‘pantheist’.
The name to be most obviously associated with
the deification of nature is of course, Baruch de
Spinoza (1632-77). Deism and pantheism owe
their philosophical origin to Toland, Spinoza and
Anthony Collins (1676–1729) who accepted
Locke’s definition of knowledge. His position is
that a person is not expected to believe anything
that is not comprehensible by human intellect. [4]
Spinoza opposed Descartes’s mind–body dualism and famously postulated the monist idea that
thought and its extension (nature) are one substance. And the dialectic was in his Attributes. The
Stanford Encyclopedia again:

“No man ever steps in the same river twice” He
believed in the unity of opposites, stating that “the
path up and down are one and the same”, all existing entities being characterized by pairs of contrary
properties. His cryptic utterance that “all entities
come to be in accordance with this Logos” (literally,
“word”, “reason”, or “account”) has been the subject of numerous interpretations.” [2]

“Attributes are at the very heart of Spinoza’s metaphysics. They enable us to understand and talk
about an extended world and a thinking world in
terms of which we understand bodies and minds.
Furthermore, it is due to the relation of attributes to
one another and to the one substance that an elegant resolution to the Cartesian mind–body problem is possible.”

The Irish philosopher Joannes Scotus Eriugena
(c800 – c877, on the Irish five punt note before
the Euro was adopted) was condemned by the
church as a heretical pantheist, his great philosophy outlawed and his adherents burned at the
stake by the Inquisition in France hundreds of

18th century. Old materialism looked upon all
previous history as a crude heap of irrationality and
violence; modern materialism sees in it the process
of evolution of humanity, and aims at discovering
the laws thereof... In both aspects, modern materialism is essentially dialectic, and no longer requires
the assistance of that sort of philosophy which,
queen-like, pretended to rule the remaining mob of
sciences.” [7]

Heidegger’s philosophical outlook found its logical expression in the death camps. His
‘philosophy’ contributed to human understanding
of its relationship to itself and to nature in general
what the Holocaust contributed to human progress. It poisoned European leftism with bourgeois individualism, the reactionary outlook of
‘existentialism’ so beloved by Jean-Paul Sartre and
others ever since.

Notes

[1] The Heidegger Review Issue No 1. Athol books, Feb. ‘14
[2] Wiki, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Heraclitus).
[3] John Scotus Eriugena, http://plato.stanford.edu/
entries/scottus-eriugena/
[4] Extracted from Wiki from Eriugena to Collins.
[5] Spinoza’s Theory of Attributes , http://
Evald Ilyenkov (1924-79, the great Soviet philoso- plato.stanford.edu/entries/spinoza-attributes/
[6] Evald Ilyenkov, Dialectical Logic, www.marxists.org/
pher, in Dialectical Logic defends this monism:
archive/ilyenkov/works/essays/index.htm
“Hence it inevitably follows logically, as Engels said,
[7] Frederick Engels, Socialism: Utopian and Scientific,
‘that matter remains eternally the same in all its
https://www.marxists.org/archive/marx/works/1880/
transformations, that none of its attributes can ever
soc-utop/ch02.htm
be lost, and therefore, also, that with the same iron
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Review of American Sniper
By our film critic Steve Forrest

Bradley Cooper as Chris
Kyle in “American Sniper”.

Clint Eastwood’s new film is about the life story Rumsfelds and Cheneys and other officials up the
and more in particular the Iraq war time experi- chain who put Kyle and his high-powered rifle on
ences of the real life Navy Seal Chris Kyle. Like rooftops in Iraq and asked him to shoot women
any Eastwood movie it is extremely well put and children. There is indeed a scene in fact the
together and as a film going experience you are first one in Iraq where Kyle shoots a small child.
gripped from the beginning to the end with some
The Rumsfelds and Cheneys are the architect
visually excellent scenes. Certain sequences are of America’s imperial power the real villains in
breathtaking. Eastwood’s work is precise and this movie, but the films controversy has mostly
economical. Your time is not wasted and your been over just how much of a “hero” the real
attention never wavers because he always knows Chris Kyle really was. Michael Moore received a
just what to show you – and, crucially, what to lot of criticism when he tweeted that “My uncle
leave out.
[was] killed by sniper in WW2. We were taught
Kyle explains in the film that before he became snipers were cowards …”
a Navy Seal he was a cowboy in Texas and that
Kyle is constantly described as a legend in fact
underlines the film as Eastwood attempts to the other soldiers call him the ‘legend’ and talk of
effectively make a cowboy film out of the Iraq the amount of kills he has made as if its shooting
war. In a sense it is an attempt to consign the in a range.
Iraq war to history. Pick the Navy Seal sniper out
The thing is, it does looks bad when you critiof the streets of Fallujah and place him in the cize a soldier for doing what he’s told. It’s equally
mythical wild west and you have a western or a dangerous to be seduced by the pathos and dragood sports film like Eastwood’s own Trouble ma of the individual soldier’s experience, because
With The Curve.
most wars are about something much larger than
One scene in particular sums this up. Eastwood that, too.
plays for cheap applause and goes super-dumb
They did this after Vietnam, when America
even by Hollywood standards when one of Kyle’s spent decades watching movies like The Deer
officers suggests that they could “win the
war” by taking out the evil sniper who is upsetting America’s peaceful occupation of Sadr
City.
When Bradley Cooper’s Kyle character
takes out Mustafa the sniper with an impossible long-distance shot he says – “Aim small,
hit small,” he whispers, prior to executing an
impossible mile-plus shot – American film
audiences have been reported as cheering at
the scene and its outcome.
To Eastwood, this was probably just good
movie making, a scene designed to evoke the
same response he got in Trouble With the Curve Bradley Cooper with Clint Eastwood on the set
when his undiscovered Latin Koufax character, Rigoberto Sanchez, strikes out the evil Bonus Hunter, First Blood and Coming Home about vets
Baby Bo Gentry. But ultimately one is a sports struggling to reassimilate after the madness of the
film and one a war film and indeed a war film jungles. So we came to think of the “tragedy” of
about war the consequences of which still burn Vietnam as something primarily experienced by
today.
our guys, 60,000 dead, compared to up to 3.5
The problem of course and the real difference million Indochinese killed by the imperialist war
is that there’s no such thing as “winning” the machine.
“War on Terror militarily”. In fact the occupation
That doesn’t mean Vietnam veterans didn’t
led to mass destruction, hundreds of thousands suffer: they did, often terribly. But making enterof deaths, a choleric lack of real sanitation, epi- tainment out of their dilemmas helped Americans
demic unemployment and political radicalization turn their eyes from their political choices. The
that continues to this day to spread beyond Iraq’s movies used the struggles of soldiers as a kind of
borders.
human shield protecting us from thinking too
Yet the movie glosses over all of this, and much about what had been done in places like
makes us think that killing Mustafa was some Vietnam, Cambodia and Laos.
kind of decisive accomplishment – the single shot
This is going to start happening again with the
that kept terrorists out of the coffee shops of San War-on-Terror movies. As CNN’s Griggs writes,
Diego or whatever. It’s a scene that justifies every “We’re finally ready for a movie about the Iraq
idiot fantasy of every yahoo with a target rifle War.” Meaning: we’re ready to be entertained by
from Seattle to Savannah.
stories about how hard it was for our guys. And it
The really dangerous part of this film is that it might have been. But that’s not the whole story
turns into a referendum on the character of a and never will be.
single soldier. It’s an unwinnable argument in
Eastwood, a staunch republican, clearly knows
either direction. We end up talking about Chris this and can’t get away with the argument that he
Kyle and his dilemmas, and not about the has made a simple human story about war. It is

without doubt that the US soldiers suffered greatly from their experiences in Iraq and many continue to do so. As Marxists we understand that
more even than the bourgeois and certainly more
than Dirty Harry. But a film whose chief character
refers to the Iraqi people placed under occupation by the imperial war machine as ‘savages’,
shows this chief protagonist murdering children.
The chief protagonist when confronted by his
colleague with his doubts as to why the
USA is in Iraq replies, “do you want these
people in San Diego?”
That film has a clear message and it harks
back to the anti communist movies of the
1950s, The Day the Earth Stood Still, The
Invasion of the Body Snatchers etc. Films where
the aliens are portrayed as a threat to the
American dream, a threat to each American’s very home and way of life. This is the
film that Eastwood has made here and
nothing more symbolises it than the scene
where Kyle is shown with his wife sobbing
at the attacks of 9/11 and then linking it
clearly to Iraq. Its a simplistic message and
is indeed one that whether we like it or not resonates with the public as the 1950s propaganda sci
fi movies did.
American Sniper is on course to become the
highest grossing film to be released in the US in
2014. As of 10 February it was already the highest
-grossing war film in the US, having gone past
the $216.3m lifetime total of Saving Private Ryan.
It is expected to reach $400m serious box office
outside of a traditional summer blockbuster. The
second placed film in the USA is Paddington with
$8.5m last weekend and $50m in total.
As Marxists this film poses many challenges. It
was American hard power that brought “shock
and awe” to the Iraqi people but with the power
of Hollywood and the skill of filmmakers like
Eastwood it is American soft power that is able
to defend the war and propagate the message of
America. Our challenge is that through mediums
such as Socialist Fight we need to fight American
soft power and its powerful control of the message. A task beyond us you may argue but we are
fortunate to have the legacy Eisenstein’s films
and this history shows us that it is a far from
impossible task.
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LCFI Statement on Syriza election in Greece (abridged): 19/2/2015

Syriza, the populist petty bourgeoisie,
are managing the capitalist state in
the midst of a new cold war

T

he victory of Syriza in the Greek general
election of 25 January reveals a big swing
to the left in political consciousness of the
Greek working class and poor farmers (some
35% of Greeks are peasants), also reflected in
a contradictory way in the vote for the Scottish
National Party and the high poll ratings of
Podemos in Spain and Sinn Fein in Ireland.
Their euphoria at their victory reflects their
hopes and confidence that at least some steps
towards the liberation of the working is at
hand after the terrible privations imposed by
the Troika, the European Commission, the
European Central Bank and International
Monetary Fund.
But it is also full of illusions that the liberation of Greece from the shackles of the Troika
can be achieved via parliament in a peaceful
manner helped by a mobilisation at the base,
assisted perhaps by some strikes and demonstrations that will hasten the passage of the
legislative programme of Syriza under the
leadership of Prime Minister Alexis Tsipras.
These illusions are fostered and rationalised
by all manner of reformists, Stalinists and
centrists, including many who claim the name
of revolutionary Trotskyism. But instead we
are offered a populist denial and outright repudiation of class politics and a positive revulsion at any programme for the socialist revolution. The very idea that “the emancipation of
the working classes must be conquered by the
working classes themselves “ as Marx postulated back in 1864 is now pooh-hooed as so
much out of date backward nonsense.

The Tsipras government –
“popular front” or petty bourgeois
partisans in the new cold war?
We believe the government of Syriza is not a
popular front government. A popular front is
a bourgeois government. But, not every coalition with bourgeois parties is a popular front.
Why? Why a popular front assumes a political
composition with a worker’s party or bourgeois workers’ party. Syriza, although not a
bourgeois party, is not a bourgeois workers’
party, and even less a workers’ party. Syriza,
just like other such formations we see right
now, is a petty bourgeois party, which will
occupy an important space in national politics
of its country. This is because of the extreme
degeneration of traditional organizations and
parties, the degeneration of the leaders of the
labour movement in the 21st century and
because the demoralization caused by lack of
direction of the labour movement and trade
unions and because this is not superseded by
new directions set by revolutionary workers.
But historically, the petty bourgeoisie is unable
to establish a government itself and need to
rely on the basic classes of capitalist society

(capitalist and working class and
their parties) in these exceptional
conditions of the class struggle.
Essentially the Trotskyist position is for the United Front of
working class organisations ONLY in imperialist countries and anti-Imperialist
united fronts in semi colonial countries, with
the proviso that those elements of the petty or
even outright bourgeois nationalists that we
enter the AIUF with must be in actual conflict
with imperialism (war of openly politically) for
the front to operate. Of course UFs or AIUFs
may be written agreements if the revolutionary
organisation is of sufficient size; a small revolutionary groups will not be in a position to
achieve this. The essential question here is
political orientation, who do we fight as our
outright political enemies and who do we
temporarily ally with whilst giving no political
support to and maintaining our own class
independence while we face the main enemy?
And this raises yet another theoretical problem
for Marxists, just as it did in the Ukraine over
Russia, is Greece a semi-colony or an imperialist country? The International Trotskyist Committee defined it as a “state of intermediate
capitalist development” in its founding principles:
“While the overwhelming majority of capitalist
states are either imperialist or dominated and
oppressed by imperialism—colonial or semicolonial—a very few capitalist states exist which
have an intermediate level of development (for
example, Portugal or Finland). These states
have not achieved that level of social development which gives rise to large monopolies and
finance capital on a supranational scale—or, if
they have seen the beginning of such development, are in decline in the present situation. Yet
neither can they be regarded as colonial or semi
-colonial countries. Generally speaking, these
countries are links in the imperialist chain.”

The sectarian policy of the KKE, which characterise Greece as an imperialist country, is
completely disastrous, because it rejects the
progressive value which can acquire from the
struggle for national liberation led by the proletariat. Even though Greek financial capital
may have played a significant role in recent
decades in the Balkans in no way can Greece
today, especially in the last five years, be seen
as an imperialist country, as several leftist political organizations erroneously characterised
it. Greece cannot be described today as small
imperialist country like Switzerland or the
Netherlands.
Thus, the KKE pushes all the anti-troika
resistance into the arms of the fascist nationalist demagogy, the Golden Dawn, which capitalizes on popular discontent by demanding a
break with the EU. This is a very important

point, for every struggle against the imperialist
cuts imposed on Greece is a struggle for national sovereignty of Greece, which was
crushed by 2010. The only way that the exhaustion and popular frustration with the
government of Tsipras will not in the end be
capitalised by the extreme right (the main third
force these elections) is the consolidation of a
revolutionary left in Greece.
There was a only a weak case to vote for the
traditional bourgeois-workers party PASOK
and for Syriza. But we think the PASOK governments and coalitions imposed such austerity on the working class of Greece that they
have deserted it on mass and there is no room
to further expose them before the masses as
the playthings of capitalism and EU imperialism.
We understood why many comrades would
advocate a critical vote for Syriza, although it
is not a bourgeois workers’ party nonetheless
the state is one of intermediate development
with features of both imperialism with its big
shipping companies etc. but also with features
of a semi-colony, and a big section of its capitalist class are under attack. A critical vote
could be viewed as a form of an antiImperialist united front. Although on balance
we rejected this nonetheless we understand
those Marxist who looked at the situation in
that way.
Crucially its link to the imperialist chain is
now under severe strain and may break despite
Syriza. However Syriza has zig-zaged. Initially
they flirted with Russia, but approved the new
anti-Russian European sanctions. Syriza announced the cancellation of the privatization
of the port of Piraeus, but backed down under
pressure from China who is buying 67% of the
port.
That’s the critical part of the case and that is
why we decided in the end not to call for a
vote for them. But we understand those who
feel their vote is in solidarity with the struggle
of a semi-oppressed nation.

The Greek Communist Party
Tsipras is a political product of the euro communist wing of the Greek Communist Party,
the KKE Interior, who adopted Greek nationalism as opposed the taking orders from the
Kremlin back in 1968. The KKE Interior
fathered the present Syriza by a complicated
series of splits and fusions.
We were not for a vote for Syriza because it
is not a bourgeois workers’ party but a coalition of bourgeois, petty bourgeois reformist
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Syriza; managing the capitalist
state in the new cold war
and centrist groups. As we said of it in our
Editorial of SF9 (Summer 2012):
“Synaspismos (SYN) (Alexis Tsipras’ own power
base) the largest leftist group in the electoral
alliance called Syriza, - is ideological formlessness. SYN is an electoral alliance of various
Stalinist, ecological, bourgeois and radical social
democrats. In order to launch SYRIZA the
process of ideological dilution of the class struggle had to be further diluted to include even
more bourgeois elements. It is a Popular Fronttype alliance; anti-EU/Euro propaganda barely
masks powerful Greek nationalist sentiments in
SYRIZA as in the Communist KKE. The contrast between SYRIZA and the Bolshevik-type
party of Lenin could not be greater.”

This new government is bourgeois and proimperialist. Syriza itself has no organised working class base, no affiliated trade unions and it is
accountable to no one except the bourgeoisie,
the Greek in the first place and the European
via these. A bourgeois-workers’ party does not
form a bourgeois-workers government when
elected to office. All Labour governments were
capitalist-Imperialist government for instance, it
is the PARTY that is bourgeois-worker; the
leadership have always given unalloyed support
to the capitalist system and always will.
To softer the contradictions between the class
interests of the Greek bourgeoisie and the EU
and prepare the sell-out everyone knows is
coming (apart from the politically naïve) Tsipras
had indicated in advance that he would form a
bourgeois coalition with an open capitalist party. In the event Tsipras formed a coalition with
the Independent Greeks (ANEL), a far right
party led by Panos Kammenos.
This bourgeois populist coalition is intended
to form the basis for the defence of Greek
capitalism at the expense of the working class
and poor. The appointment of Kammenos as
Minister of defence indicates the willingness of
Tsipras to crush with extreme violence any
uprising by the working class they threatened
the capitalist system.

Leadership of the organisations of
the working class
And we insist that the vital question here is
the leadership of the organisations of the working class in Greece, the trade unions, the bourgeois worker and the centrist groups of reformist social democratic, Stalinist/Maoist or Trotskyist or origins that vie for the leadership of
the class.
For this reason we call for a vote for the
EEK and the OKDE, they have the clearest
class struggle political lines calling for the overthrow of capitalism with an internationalist
perspective. As the EEK said back in 2012:
“revolution versus socialism in a single country,
united workers front versus popular front of
class collaboration, the struggle against fascism,
the decline of bourgeois democracy and the
dictatorship of the proletariat, the need for a

revolutionary International,
the question of the State,
the dangers from bureaucracy etc. have found now
urgent actuality in Greece
and they are discussed
Pamos Kamenos, leader of far right ANEL and Alexis Tsipras
among the most militant
police were therefore happy to sit back and let
sectors.” [1]
the two sides fight each other. Dozens of people
The Communist Party of Greece (KKE)
were injured in the clashes.” [2]

sounds very leftist to some and denounces
Syriza, predicting its coming sell-out. It speaks
of “supporting capitalism and a continuation of
a ‘frugal life’ for the people”. It has the support
of the most militant industrial workers and is
clearly a bourgeois workers’ party. We were for
a vote for the KKE wherever the EEK or OKDE were not standing.
Denouncing Syriza for participating in a capitalist government is pure hypocrisy by the
KKE. On three occasions they have participated as junior partners in governments to save
capitalism. In fact they were members of Syn-

Dimitris Koutsoumpas, a hardliner who
opposes cooperation with other left political
parties replaced Aleka Papariga in 2013.
aspismos for a period so there clearly are no
principles involved here, just opportunism.
In the current crisis the KKE have distinguished themselves by extreme sectarian conduct, seeing forces to the left of them as far
greater enemies than the right. They refused to
participate in any demonstrations called by
other groups and always marched separately,
using different routes so as not to give any
political support to even the biggest mass mobilisations.
However they seemed to be one exception to
this. In October 2011 the Greek parliament was
due to pass a huge austerity budget and all the
trade unions, including the PALM, controlled
by the KKE, struck and marched on Syntagma
Square where the parliament was. Unity at last?
Alas no because the KKE was planning the
ultimate act of political class treachery. Wiki:
“For the first time, the communist party and
union, KKE and PAME, joined the protests by
blocking off Parliament so MPs would not be
able to enter for the vote. Carrying red flag sticks
and wearing helmets, the unionists formed a
human chain around Parliament. In the process,
however, they ended up defending the state from
the angry mob outside. Rather than turning their
anger at the politicians, they protected them. Riot

The opportunistic policy of the KKE in defending Parliament against the demonstrators,
and their sectarianism in characterising Greece
as imperialist nation is grist to the mill of anarchism on the left and the Golden Dawn on the
right.

Conclusion
The class struggle in Greece is yet to fight its
crucial battles; no defeat or no victory has yet
been achieved by the forces of the capitalist
class and European imperialism against the
organised working class in Greece or Europe
wide. The big strikes and mass mobilisations of
2010 – 2012 have subsided now and the focus
turns towards the election of SYRIZA as the
masses seek a political expression for their
struggles against the appalling austerity that has
been imposed on Greece.
Of course there is a dialectical relationship
between class struggle and parliamentary elections, which are only a distorted reflection of
that struggle. The danger now is that the masses
will see the election of Syriza as a substitute for
that struggle and there is every indication now
that the Syriza leadership is seeking to exploit
those illusions to keep the class struggle confined in the bounds of what is acceptable to the
capitalist system itself.
Whilst solidarising with these hopes and encouraging every mobilisation the LCFI warns
that these illusions are deadly dangerous because the state and the fascists will move
against them with merciless savagery once parliament has failed to deliver and these illusions
are exposed for what they are. We want this
mood to translate into a renewal of the mass
strike struggles of 2010 – 2012 but on a higher
political level that will lead to the revolutionary
overthrow of capitalism itself as part of a Europe wide and global revolutionary offensive.

Notes

[1] The Greek elections of May 2012, by
Michael Savas Matsas, Greece-EEK, May 8,
2012
[2] Anarchists and Communists clash in
Athens-in pictures, by Jerome Roos in October
22,
2011,
http://
roarmag.org/2011/10/anarchistscommunists-strike-riots-violence-greece/
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A

fter 18 months of secret talks between the US and
Cuba, mediated by Canada and Pope Francis, the
two countries held the first gestures of rapprochement in
half a century with the release of prisoners that both
countries kept from the other. But ending the economic,
commercial and financial blockade imposed by the United
States on Cuba depends on the US Congress, which must
vote on the end of the Torricelli and Helms-Burton laws.
However, those who defend the blockade are the majority
of both houses of Congress.
The imperialist state is composed of different fractions
of the American bourgeoisie. So, despite their importance,
they are social minorities, minor counterrevolutionaries,
like Zionism (not to be mechanically confused with Judaism) and the ‘worms’ (gusanos as Fidel Castro called them,
the Cuban capitalist counterrevolutionary that fled mainly
to Miami when he took power) in the US which maximizes bourgeois deformations of representation in imperialist Cuba became a workers’ state after the overthrow of the dictator Batista and
policy. For example, Blacks are 13% of the American popu- the seizure of power by the movement’s guerrilla army on July 26 in 1959.
lation, but every cop has the right to strangle and kill an
unarmed poor black man, according to the justice of the richest city Then the entire capitalist class departed in droves for Florida.
in America. The Zionists and the ‘worms’ are partners of the richest From that time on the ‘worms’ (rats), as they came to be known,
1%, but just like Zionism, these reactionaries may impose its orien- have integrated themselves organically with imperialism and had
tation on the White House on certain issues crucial to their inter- been determining US policy on Cuba up to mow.
ests. Therefore, the overthrow of the imperialist legislative blockade
This type of overthrow was a definite theoretical possibility recwill not be possible while the bourgeoisie reactionaries dominate the ognized by Trotsky in the Transition Program of 1938:
right wing of Republicanism. However, we have no doubt that it
“However, one cannot categorically deny in advance the theoretical
was the majority consensus of imperialism of the need to contain possibility that, under the influence of completely exceptional circumthe influence of Russia and China in Latin America which was stances (war, defeat, financial crash, mass revolutionary pressure, etc.),
brought to bear on the executive and led Obama to make this agree- the petty-bourgeois parties, including the Stalinists, may go further than
they themselves wish to a break with the bourgeoisie. In any case, one
ment.
Because of the turn of events in Syria, regions of Ukraine and to thing is not to be doubted: even if this highly improbable variant somea lesser extent worldwide semi-colonialism it was time for Cuba to where, at some time, becomes a reality and the workers’ and farmers’
government in the above-mentioned sense is established in fact, it
take advantage of new global correlation of forces created after the would represent merely a short episode on the road to the actual dictacrisis of 2008 and the rise of a block of countries orientating to- torship of the proletariat.”
wards China and Russia who were also taking advantage of the deIn the Cuban case, the “short episode” lasted between 1959 and
cline of American imperialism.
1961. The direction of that Castro’s M-26-7 took involved empirically revolutionary measures, but almost always under imperialist
Cuban Exceptionalism
The Cuban revolution marked a turn in the history of the twentieth pressure. Che himself, who historically represented the internationcentury in Latin America. In addition to defeating a pro-US dicta- alist wing of the Cuban Government, recognizes that the radicalizatorship in Uncle Sam’s backyard, for the first time in the Western tion of the revolution was more conditioned by the imperialist presHemisphere capitalism was expropriated. This allowed a small is- sure than the socialist convictions of its leaders:
land with less than a dozen million people to escape the fate of an
“What lies ahead depends greatly on the United States. With the exagricultural colony subservient to the US to proudly show to its ception of the agrarian reform, which the people of Cuba desired and
population and the world its unprecedented achievements like the initiated themselves, all of our radical measures have been a direct reelimination of hunger and poverty, an educational system. Its excel- sponse to direct aggressions by powerful monopolists of which your
lent health and medical advances are exported to the rest of op- country is the chief exponent. US pressure on Cuba has made necessary
the ‘radicalisation’ of the revolution. To know how much further Cuba
pressed humanity.
Cuba became a workers’ state after the overthrow of the dictator will go, it will be easier to ask the US government how far it plans to
go.” La Nación, 6/9/1961).
Fulgencio Batista and the seizure of power by the movement’s guerThe Cuban revolution, which was never directed by a revolutionary
rilla army on July 26 in 1959. The revolutionary process at first did
party, was bureaucratised by its own internal limitations. This pronot have a socialist strategy. Its aims was only the achievement of
cess of bureaucratization worsened when the fragile island needed
democratic capitalist tasks such as the end of the dictatorial regime
material assistance and appeal to the workers’ state of the Stalinist
and agrarian reform.
bureaucracy in the USSR.
But amid the cold war against the USSR the revolutionary proBut soon the principle and the policy of “peaceful coexistence” of
cess threw a spotlight on the contradictions between the tiny island
Stalinism showed young direction of Cuban State how their Russian
and imperialism. It was only when imperialism tried to invade the
allies were unreliable. Che was disillusioned with the USSR governisland in the Bay of Pigs in April 1960 to defeat the new regime that
ment during the Cuban missile crisis in 1962, because he felt ’ bethe direction of the revolutionary movement of Castro and Ché was
trayed ’ by Moscow who withdrew their armament from Cuba withfinally to complete the expropriation of the multinationals.
out warning to the Cuban Government, capitulating US pressure.
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The blockade and the end of the USSR forced the
bureaucracy to preserve the Cuban workers’ state
for their own survival
The policy of isolation and blockade imposed by imperialism from
1962 exercised a powerful counter revolutionary pressure for decades under exceptional condition and that forced Castro to take an
oppositional stance in order to defend the new forms of property
relations established by the expropriation of the bourgeoisie and
imperialism.
For us only the dialectic of these special circumstances explains
how being a workers’ state that was weaker than the USSR and China, for example, and as for a long time depending on these “mega
workers’ states”, Cuba managed to survive the demise of its sponsors.
These are the elements of these contradictions demonstrated by
the following features:
1) Cuba is a workers’ state that didn’t arise from the actions of
industrial workers;
2) It is the workers’ state which is geographically closest to the
hard core of world imperialism;
3) It is economically the most fragile and when the USSR collapsed and abandoned it it was at its weakest;
4) In proportion to its fragility Cuba made the biggest effort in the
international arena in Africa and in Latin America, without getting
any immediate strategic profit for their efforts, but using it as element of resistance against the pressure of imperialism.
6) To influence mass movements in Latin America the Castro
bureaucracy needed to abandon part of the Stalinist bureaucracy’s
nationalism;
7) The role of the Cuban bourgeois ‘worms’, as an organic component of imperialism, it is disproportionate to its economic weight
fraction as a bourgeois class.
8) Thus, among all workers’ states the Castroite bureaucratic was
forced to confront imperialism far more than any other and had to
rely on the masses far more because of the threat of imperialism.
In a way, and to a certain extent, and these exceptional circumstances, above all by the blockade imposed for more than half a
century, prevented the capitalist restoration processes developing
gradually and peacefully in Cuba and North Korea (as in China and
Viet Nam). This is due to the fragility of these workers’ states who
have to fight against imperialism and their respective bourgeois
“worms” in Miami or South Korea. In these circumstances the restoration of capitalism could only occur through a civil war.

The new cold war as a decisive factor that forced
imperialism to make the new US-Cuba agreement
However the new cold war saw a historic breakthrough and unprecedented influence from China and Russia on the whole of Latin
America. The need to combat this favoured the imperialist wing
that was less influenced by the policy of isolation. They sought the
path of co-optation as against the more reactionary isolationist Republican wing of the bourgeoisie. This opened up space for the
current US-Cuba agreement, which however still keeps the essence
of the policy of economic blockade which is unlikely to be seriously
reviewed since it needs the approval of Congress where Republican
influence grows with each election.
Obama’s speech was as illuminating as it was unexpected. He said
it was:
“the most significant change in our policy in more than 50 years,
we end up with an outdated approach that, for decades, has failed
to boost our interests”.
The interests were and are the capitalist restoration in Cuba,
which now will be favoured by increasing the flow of capital between the two countries, but also now such interests combine with
the need to contain the advance of the capitalist Eurasian rival

Alan Gross (L) greets Patrick Leahy (D-Vt.), Sen. Jeff Flake (R-Az.),
Rep. Chris Van Hollen (D-Md.) December 17, 2014, at an airport
near Havana, Cuba.

block, trying to mitigate the isolation that was caused when imperialism itself stepped in back in 1961.
This American representative recalls that “the relationship between our countries has developed on the background of the cold
war and America’s firm opposition to communism”.
And during that conflict:
“Proudly, the United States supported democracy and human
rights in Cuba throughout these five decades. We did it mainly
through policies aimed at isolating the island, preventing the most
basic travel and trade that Americans can enjoy anywhere else. And,
although this policy was rooted in the best of intentions, no other
nation joins us in the imposition of such sanctions, and so had little
effect beyond providing the Cuban Government a justification for
the restrictions on its people. Today, Cuba is still ruled by Castro
and the Communist Party, which came to power half a century ago.
“
While:
“for over 35 years, we have had relations with China – a much
bigger country also ruled by a Communist Party. Nearly two decades ago, we restored relations with Viet Nam, where they fought a
war that claimed more American lives than any confrontation of the
cold war. “
I.e. the balance sheet that the White House makes is that the tactic that worked best was co-opting and not blocking.
Conversely, the cold war was won long before but even so capitalism was not restored in Cuba, thanks to the situation created by
the United States. Then, in the face of the new cold war in which
the United States is losing ground on the continent and in the world
there is a need for a new tactic for Cuba, since, as he says “these 50
years have shown that the isolation hasn’t worked, it’s time for another attitude.”
The agreement for the exchange of prisoners and favouring the
tourist exchange now made corresponds to a fourth step lived by
the island since the crisis of rafters in the early 1990s (on 12 August
1994 Castro ordered the coastguards to prevent the departure of
boats from Cuba. Rafters is the name given to the persons who
emigrate illegally in self constructed or precarious vessels from Cuba. The Cuban Rafters, almost always disagree with communism
and the Cuban government of the Castro Family, wiki.)
The first was when Cuba, which suffered more with the imperialist blockade after the end of the USSR, had managed to relieve the
siege by winning concessions from European imperialism and by
the intercession of the Vatican since Pope John Paul II.
The second step was made possible by the process that began
with the populist wave led by Chavez in Venezuela in the first decade of this century which exchanged oil for Cuban health services.
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The third wave of this process occurred after the 2008 crisis and priation of imperialism and the Cuban bourgeoisie. At the same time
its epicentre was the USA. The port of Mariel is the fruit of this we advocate the construction of popular committees of workers,
third step. Wikipedia informs us:
peasants and cooperative members. We must fight against the secret
dialogue agreements with Democrats, Republicans or ‘worms’ as
“Following an agreement reached in 2009 between the governments of
well as with the European imperialism and the Latin American bourBrazil and Cuba, the Brazilian engineering group Grupo Odebrecht
built a new port, including a major container terminal, in partnership
geoisie, everything must be submitted to the debate, rectification
with the Cuban company “Zona de Desarrollo Integral de Mariel”, a
and ratification by the organized population.
subsidiary of the Cuban military controlled Almacenes Universal S.A.
No return of the property to the ‘worms’. What was expropriated
This project would have received an agreement from the Brazilian govmust remain state-owned and under the control of the democratic
ernment to subsidize it up to US$800 million, out of which $300 million
workers’ councils, producers and consumers. The first priority of the
would have been already appropriated. The port has been dredged to 60
state is to ensure health and food for the people. No privilege for
feet (18 m), enabling it to be used by Super-panamax vessels.”
bureaucracy and for tourists to the detriment to the working masses.
This project will enormously enhance the advantages of the Eura- Down with tourist separatism, for the free access of all Cubans to all
sian block and especially of the Brazilian bourgeoisie in the Caribbe- hotels, beaches and spas used exclusively by tourists. Everything
an trade dispute. This port, combined with the new Atlantic-Pacific must paid for in Cuban pesos. We must defeat the bureaucracy in
canal route via Nicaragua which is being built by China and the Pas- the struggle for proletarian democracy and in the struggle for equaliadena oil refinery, purchased by Petrobras, the Brazilian multination- ty against the privileges.
al energy corporation, are part of an economic and infrastructural
It is necessary to institute a workers’ court of inquiry to investiEurasia block offensive against the decadent USA. This has stolen a gate and condemn corruption in the black market and amongst the
march on big capital and fanned right reaction throughout the conti- new rich. We defend the right to strike and to organize as part of the
nent.
struggle for political independence against the Castro bureaucracy,
These steps are confirmed in the current Cuban economic recov- imperialism, its NGO counter revolutionaries and the Vatican. We
ery:
are for proletarian control of industry and the economy as a whole
“Since 2003 GDP has grown continuously until today according to the as well as on trade agreements and foreign trade with Europe, with
reports of ECLAC. In 2006 the economy grew by 12.6%, being the
China and the entire Eurasian block and the Latin American capitalfastest growing in Latin America according to ECLAC that year. It grew
ist countries. We demand accounting control by the working class
by 7.6% in 2007 over the previous year. During the year 2009, ECLAC
delegates with executive powers to inspect the books of all enterestimated a year on year increase in GDP of 1% compared to the year
prises. These delegates must hold mandates which are subject to
2008 (despite the stock market Crisis of January 2008 from international
recall and they must be elected in the workplace by the workforce.
involvement) “[3]”
Only workers must decide how much and what should be proThe US desperately and urgently needs to reset the duced and distributed, as well as the wages and the pace of produc“Panamericanism” to inoculate the Americas against Russia and tion. They must combat the mass layoffs, privatization of state enChina. What the White House fears most is that the two countries terprises and cuts in social services in the state. We oppose the creawill establish Cuba as the US Eurasian bloc representative of Russia tion of any party or organization that opposes the workers’ state and
and China, triggering off a new missile crisis.
the dictatorship of the proletariat and defended the creation of a
The new “openness” front with Cuba was essential for the future revolutionary Trotskyist party in Cuba and the establishment of proof the mythological “recomposing of Panamericanism”. Besides letarian democracy on the island. Capitalist restoration is not a fait
trying to reassert its influence with the re-establishment of relations accompli in Cuba; only the revolutionary struggle of the Latin Amerwith their worst opponent on the mainland, while simultaneously ican masses against any internal or external restorationist religious
deepens the sanctions against Russia, the United States knows that offensive can defeat this.
there is no “Panamericanism” without Brazil. Consequently pressure
is being applied against the PT government who hosted the BRICS
summit in mainland Latin America, to ensure that Brazil will be Notes
“secure” against the growing influence of Eurasian capitalism.
1. http://www.marxists.org/portugues/trotsky/1938/programa/
Argentina has structurally developed as a complementary econo- cap02.htm#13
my with the United States and worse, in some commodities like 2. http://wp.clicrbs.com.br/olharglobal/2014/12/18/e-a-coisa-certa-acereals, is competitive with imperialism. The country, once again fazer-a-integra-do-discurso-de-obama-sobre-cuba/?topo=13,1,1,,,13
may be the weakest link of Panamericanism and that explains the 3. The tendency of change of the United States against Cuba is essentially
unprecedented efforts of the core Russo-China orientation towards the change in the world economy after the crisis of 2007-2008, the fact that
Argentina not only in the economic sense but also in the geostrate- MERCOSUR, unasur and the CELAC stopped outside the US and Canada.
These countries were left out of the Latin America and the Caribbean.
gic sense.
The end of the blockade may release dammed tendencies. Cuba CELAC has established agreements with China in meetings chaired by Cuba. (The Union of South American Nations, USAN; (Spanish: Unión de
may initially take advantage of imperialist despair at not losing their Naciones Suramericanas, UNASUR; Portuguese: União de Nações Sulown backyard, but Yankee capitalism will spare no efforts to devour Americanas, UNASUL; Dutch: Unie van Zuid-Amerikaanse Naties, UZAN)
the island and the new rich will graduate from the bureaucracy of is an intergovernmental union integrating two existing customs unions –
the CP, as has already occurred in workers’ states where capitalism Mercosur and the Andean Community of Nations (CAN) – as part of a
was restored. In this sense the growing sectors of bureaucracy are as continuing process of South American integration. Union of South Amerieager to restore capitalism in Cuba as has already happened in the can Nations, From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia, http://
bourgeois regime in Viet Nam, or may result in new pro-imperialist en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Union_of_South_American_Nations
CELAC, The Community of Latin American and Caribbean States
Venezuela.
(CELAC) is an intergovernmental mechanism for dialogue and political
agreement, which includes permanently thirty-three countries in Latin
For a political revolution against capitalist restora- America and the Caribbean for the first time. It was created with a committion
ment to advance the gradual process of regional integration , unity and careThe struggle for political revolution on the island assumes a perma- fully balancing political, economic, social and cultural diversity of Latin
nent character, fighting the measures of the Castro government that America and the Caribbean, 600 million people. http://
conspire against the property relations and forms created by expro- www.celacinternational.org/?page_id=3232)
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The Minsk Agreement and the fall of Debaltseve

pdf/

LCFI Statement (Abridged) 22/2/2015
http://websie.eclac.cl/anuario_estadistico/anuario_2009/

The Empire strikes back

The fall of Debaltseve to the Donbass
army on 18 February 2015 is a great victory for anti-imperialist fighters everywhere
and for the global working class. Coming
just a week after the signing of Minsk 2, it
is a blow both to the plans of AngloAmerican imperialism to force FrancoGerman imperialism into war with Russia
and to the plans of the European imperialist powers in alliance with Russia to
force a compromise with Kiev on the
Donetsk and Lugansk Peoples’ Republics
to save Debaltseve and keep the working
class in check. Minsk 2 is Russia’s attempt
to broker a new peaceful coexistence
compromise with global imperialism.

The central aggressive power is
Anglo-American imperialism
Let us now reassert that the central aggressive power here is Anglo-American
imperialism and that their central target is
the Eurasian capitalist bloc of Russia and
China. The war in the Ukraine, the war
against Iraq, Afghanistan, ISIS, Assad and
Gaddafi cannot be properly understood
outside of this geopolitical struggle being
waged by US imperialism in the first place
to secure global domination and protect
and enhance the profits of its great finance houses and global transnational
companies.
But it is now clear that a huge gulf has
developed between the US policy of arming their Kiev puppets to risk WWIII and
the far more cautious Merkel and Hollande who know that the USA is only too
willing to fight to the last European to
defeat Russia. The real inter-imperialist
power blocs are Anglo-American imperialism and the Franco-German European
bloc. As the global crisis of capitalism
deepens these tensions become greater
and greater. In Africa for example French
imperialism is being continually undermined and out manoeuvred by US imperialism; Rwanda was French speaking; it
now speaks English, or rather American.
Its only resort to that would be to ally
with China. [1]
Again and again the US shows its contempt for France (“cheese eating surrender monkeys” on the Iraq invasion by the
US in 2003 and sending no representative
to the reactionary Charlie Hebdo photo
op march in Paris on 11 January), for the
EU (Nuland’s “Fuck the EU”) and for
Germany, bugging Merkel’s personal mobile phone, spying on the whole German
nation (and every other one!) via GCHQ
etc. and the latest move where Merkel and
Hollande snubbed Obama and Cameron
in the Minsk talks provoking a furious
reaction from the likes of McCain, Biden
and Kerry and British Tory politicians.
The following is typical:

“The German
publication Der
Spiegel
described a closed
-door meeting,
apparently
reported
on
a n o n y m o u s ly
both to it and
to the Bild
newspaper,
held by Assistant Secretary Vladimir Putin, François Hollande, Angela Merkel and
of State Nuland
at the Munich Petro Poroshenko in Minsk on 11 Feb. 2015.
Security Conferderaite [4] fascist militias are motivated
ence, with “perhaps two dozen U.S. diploand these by Nazi ideology.
mats and Senators.” There Nuland gave
Out task here as revolutionary socialist
instructions to “fight against the Europeis
to offer all the political and practical
ans” on the issue of arming Ukraine to
assistance we can to the fighters of the
fight Russia. She was described as
Donbass. We do not call for the over“bitterly” referring to the German Chanthrow of the Donbass leadership in the
cellor’s and French President Hollande’s
meeting with Russian President Putin as
circumstances of this civil war until they
“Merkel’s Moscow junk,” and “Moscow
have exposed themselves as anti-working
bullshit,” and she welcomed a Senator’s
class AND collaborators with imperialism
calling German Defence Minister Ursula
and the class has grown in strength and
von der Leyen the “Defeatism Minisclass consciousness to overthrow them
ter”.” [2]

they are a nuclear power. And the
British ruling class itself is far more
split than the USA is right now. The
warmongering Timothy Garton Ash
on 2 February laughed at the liberal
Guardian readership, “America does
the cooking but Europe does the
washing up” he crowed in a wisdom
from the pre-nuclear age. [3]
We insist that by far the best thing for the
British and American working-class is
defeat of their proxy army in the Ukraine.
Remember the Vietnam Syndrome and
the great leftist impulse this gave to the
global working class before and after 1975
despite the liberal patriotism of the ‘bring
our boys home’ peaceniks. We must reestablish the revolutionary Marxist understanding that defeat for imperialism in a
foreign war opens up revolutionary possibilities for the working class in imperialist
countries and we must want it and work
for it with all our might.

with a revolutionary socialist leadership
that can appeal to the working class in
western Ukraine, in Russia and the whole
region and the world to rally to their cause
and the cause of international socialism.
To the revolutionary socialist of the Borotba union we offer all the political and
practical assistance we can to assist them
in their internationalist task of winning the
leadership of the Donbass struggle for the
working class. That is our understanding
of the correct way to pose the task of the
Anti-Imperialist United Front in this conflict
● Victory to the peoples’ Republics of
Donetsk and Lugansk!
● Down with the fascist-infested regime
in Kiev, the tool of Anglo American imperialism!
● For the right of the Donbass to separate as an independent state or to join
Russia if they chose.
● Nationalise all the industries, mines and
banks under workers’ control in the Donbass!

Conclusion

Notes

Russia does not have to accept defeat,

The big working class base of the Donbass army desires socialism and harks
back to the nationalised property relations
that existed in the days of the USSR, when
conditions for the working class were far
better and the oligarchs had not seized all
the collective wealth of the country with
the assistance of Yeltsin and US imperialism.
The conscript Ukraine army (59 is now
the upper conscript age!) is demoralised
and do not want to fight a war in defence
of the corrupt and fascist infested Kiev
regime whilst their own conditions of life
approach starvation levels; only the Ban-

[1] Why Rwanda said adieu to French, http://

www.theguardian.com/education/2009/
jan/16/rwanda-english-genocide
[2] Will Nuland’s Nazis Push the World into War?
By Jeffrey Steinberg Executive Intelligence
Review, February 20, 2015, http://
w w w . l a r o u c h e p u b . c o m /
oter/2015/4208nuland_nazis_world_war.html
[3] Putin must be stopped. And sometimes only guns
can stop guns By Timothy Garton Ash, http://
www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2015/
feb/01/putin-stopped-ukraine-military-support
-russian-propaganda
[4] Stephan Bandera, the war time Nazi collaborator glorified by the Kiev regime and almost
deified by the Kiev fascist battalions.
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Brokering a sell out to Kiev: ¿Dónde está Borotba? Release the Borotba Four!

Statement by: Socialist Fight – Britain; Coletivo Lenin – Brasil; Resistência Popular Revolucionária – Brasil; Liga Comunista – Brasil; Tendência Militante Bolchevique – Argentina. 28-12-2014

W

e demands the immediate release of
the four Borotba activists Maxim
Firsov, Victor Shapinov and Maria Muratova,
kidnapped on 21 December and of Odessa
city council deputy and May 2nd massacre
survivor Alexey Albu who was taken hostage
while demanding his comrades’ release on 27
December. Alexey Albu spoke very powerfully
via Skype to the meeting of the Solidarity with
Antifascist Resistance in Ukraine on 11 November at the Marx Memorial Library in
Clerkenwell, London
The In Defence of Marxism site reported on
18 November on his account of his escape
from the fascist attack on Odessa on 2 May
last:
“When the fire started himself and other comrades jumped from the windows only to be met
by fascists thugs who beat them up. He then
had to lie still, seriously injured across a pile of
bodies, where the slightest movement indicating
life would have resulted in his certain death.
Alexey’s contribution to the meeting was rightly
met with a standing ovation. Despite being a
victim of these disgraceful attacks, Alexey has
been forced into exile in Crimea as remaining in
Odessa would have resulted in his arrest.” [1]

A letter appealing to top government officials
of the Donetsk Peoples’ Republic and the
Novorossiyan Armed Forces from Greg Butterfield, coordinator, Solidarity with Ukraine
Antifascists Committee International Action
Center, New York, NY, USA contained the
following:
“Victor Shapinov, Maxim Firsov and Maria
Muratova are members of the Ukrainian antifascist organization Union Borotba. During a
solidarity visit to Donetsk on Dec. 21, these
three comrades were taken prisoner by Vostok
Battalion soldiers. They were mistaken for a
Ukrainian reconnaissance and sabotage team.”
And later:
“Yesterday, Dec. 27, Odessa Regional Council
Deputy and survivor of the May 2 massacre
Alexei Albu went to the Vostok Battalion headquarters to appeal for their release. He has not
been heard from since.”
We think it is obvious that no “mistake” has
been made here. The Vostok Battalion is commanded by the controversial Alexander Sergeyevich Khodakovsky, an ally of Denis
Pushilin who is, according to Wikipedia:
“a politician who was the self-declared Chairman of the Supreme Soviet (Speaker of parliament) of the Donetsk People’s Republic, and
therefore, under the draft Constitution adopted
on May 15, the self-declared republic’s head of
state. Prior to his political activism, Pushilin
worked for a recent successor of the 1990s
Russian Ponzi scheme company MMM, which
cost its customers millions of dollars before it
was disbanded in 1994 Pushilin never denied
involvement in such schemes and affirmed that
“pyramid schemes were legal in Russia at the
time”. [2]

Denis Pushilin reactionary
bourgeois
politician
Denis Pushilin is the most
obvious reactionary politician in the Donbass and he
is allied to a crucial leader
of a part of the NovoRússian armed forces.
Whilst we may harbour
severe doubts that the Trotsky on Andreas Nin: “But in joining the Popular Front, pararrest of the first three ticipating in the Popular Front government of Catalonia and refusBorotba activists was a ing to call for the workers to take power in Catalonia in May 1937,
mistake the arrest of such a Nin had committed a betrayal that proved fatal not only to himself
high profile figure as but to the Spanish revolution.”
Alexei Albu cannot be an
the Gestapo? It was the POUM, Trotskyist and
error. The declared intention is to hand them
therefore an agent of the Gestapo, that carried
over to Kiev because they are “Kiev governout the putsch of May 1937, but happily, thanks
ment spies” which would inevitably lead to
to the fortunate intervention of the Popular
their murders. Dmytriy Kovalevich reported
Front, and the Communist Party, the PSUC,
the following on Facebook:
(the United Socialist Party of Catalonia,
“The situation is as follows: battalion that captures them (Vostok) suspects the comrades as
‘Kiev government spies’ and want to hand them
to Kiev authorities. The battalion is believed to
have connections with richest oligarch
Akhmetov and there are tensions between it
and authorities of DPR. DPR authorities think
that the battalion works for Kiev itself. Yesterday another comrade came to the battalion for
detained comrades but dissappeared too (no
connections with him). But from the other
hand, yesterday the arrested Vlad Wojciechovsky from Odessa was released by Kiev authorities and exchanged for Kiev POWs. The situation is rather complex since the rebels have
never been a unanimous force.”

‘Socialist’ but belonging to the Third International), the Trotskyist POUMist devil was overcome!

The charge of being “Kiev government
spies” and the reports here by Dmytriy Kovalevich makes it clear the advance of the
counter-revolution. There are strong similarities to the attack on the Telefonica in Barcelona led by the Stalinists on the 3 May 1937 led
by the Asultos controlled by the Stalinists and
the whole of the organised working of Barcelona, anarchists and POUMists members in
the great majority arose in outrage at this act
of class treachery and a great class battled
emerged, the most heroic uprising since the
Russian Revolution. Like the POUM Borotba
are not a Trotskyist party. But the Stalinists
had a different story when the workers’ justified outrage had been betrayed by the leadership of the anarchists and the POUM. This is
how Revolutionary History exposes the Popular Front outlook and recounts the aftermath
of the great heroic Dias de Mayo in Barcelona:

This move is another attempt by Putin and his
allies within the Donetsk Peoples Republic,
Pushilin in the first place, to broker a deal with
US and EU imperialism behind the backs of
the Donetsk working class. To achieve this it
is necessary to eliminate or intimidate the most
militant and leftist of the opponents of both
Kiev and the corrupt bourgeois nationalist
government of Putin and his Donetsk allies. It
is no accident that at the 11 November meeting at which Alexei Albu spoke so movingly
that he got a standing ovation the spokesman
for the Stalinist Ukraine Communist Party
made an appalling capitulationist contribution,
as reported in that same In Defense of Marxism website:

“But was there not, so it seems, a ‘Trotskyist’
party in Spain, the POUM? According to the
lies of the Stalinists, a Trotskyist party would
only have worked with the Gestapo. Are not all
those who denounce the crimes of the Stalinists
and do not blindly carry out the orders of the
degenerate Muscovite bureaucracy, agents of

In the months of May-June 1937 they began to
breathe again: they had liquidated ‘Trotskyism’
in Spain, and above all in Catalonia. The government of Largo Caballero, which they had
thought to be on the right road until May, but
which was really soft and semi-Trotskyist, was
replaced by the government of victory presided
over by Doctor Negrín, a real government of
the Popular Front, real because it was rid of all
the Trotskyists and suspect people, real because
it was wanted by all countries, and particularly
France, and consequently it would be capable of
fighting and defeating Fascism.” [3]

“Mention has to be made of the second intervention by the representative of the Ukraine
Communist Party Anatolii Sokoliuk, where he
seemed to be downplaying the reactionary
meaning of the black and red flag of the
Ukrainian Insurgent Army (which collaborated
with the Nazis during World War 2 and carried
out atrocities against the Jewish and Polish
population) and even said that the symbol of
the Azov Battalion, the wolfsangel rune of the
SS, was not “evil”. We have to disagree here, as
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¿Dónde está Borotba?
the fact that such symbols are now widespread
and commonly used in Ukraine, even condoned
by the state, is actually very dangerous, as the
persecution of the Communist Party of Ukraine
itself shows.” [4]

These kidnappings must be seen in light of the
current ‘peace negotiations’ which have led to
the exchange of a big number of prisoners of
war but must also be seen as the preparations
of Imperialism for the next round of attacks
on NovoRússia and on Russia itself.
A number of Socialist Fight members attended
that meeting and can testify that the contribution was truly appalling and, as the official
spokesman for the Ukraine Communist party,
Sokoliuk’s speech testifies to the preparation
of the leadership to openly betray the struggle
in the Donetsk. Their former allegiance to the
corrupt oligarch Yanukovich testifies to the
political orientation of the UCP and its preparation to betray its own rank and file members
as well as the working class of the Donetsk.
And Imperialism is taking advantage of the
weakness and treachery. On 22.12.14 we
learned that:
“The President of Kazakhstan arrived with the
official visit today, and we have the President of
Belarus and President of Kazakhstan coordinating their actions with Ukraine before the trip to
Moscow,” Poroshenko said. [5]

The elections in Moldavia showed us a similar
political collapse of the Communist party
there:
The elections were a victory for the proEuropean integration bloc. The elections represented a significant loss for the Party of Communists of the Republic of Moldova (PCRM) as
they were reduced from 38 to 21 seats, while a
previously small rival Russophile party, the
Party of Socialists of the Republic of Moldova
(PSRM), won the most seats.

The Party of Communists of the Republic of
Moldova (PCRM) was the big loser, as it supported European integration and its left wing
and pro-Russian rival the Party of Socialists of
the Republic of Moldova (PSRM) was the big
winner because of its opposition to western
imperialism.

Terrible danger
The organised working class of the Donetsk is
now in terrible danger of suffering a major
defeat at the hands of cynical bourgeois politicians who had the bad fortune to be caught
behind the lines when the civil war started and
were determined that the “Antifascist” struggle
would not be allowed to morph into a socialist
revolution or that a revolutionary socialist
leadership of the Bolshevik type would not
emerge there from within Borotba or anywhere else.
The domination of ideas from WWII like
the Great Patriotic War, where Stalin allied
with Churchill and Roosevelt against both
Hitler and revolution must be explicitly rejected. An alliance under the political domination

of the bourgeois forces that now
dominate the Donbass can only
lead to the defeats that this policy
led to in France in 1934 and
Spain in 1939. Only a revolutionary socialist perspective can avoid
the fatal perspective of compromise with imperialism we see
from the UCP and the Party of
Communists of the Republic of
Moldova, to mention but a few
Borotba is groping its way towards The famous graffiti in 1937 in Barcelona. POUMists
revolutionary socialism, it has the demand the whereabouts of Anreas Nin, their leader.
best, most courageous and most The Stalinists answer – “In Salemanca or Berlin” –
leftist fighters and for that reason i.e with the fascists. In fact they had kidnapped him
they are now the target not only of and tortured him to death.
the Kiev regime’s fascist thugs of
the Azov brigade but of the counter- .After Nin’s death, Trotsky described him as
revolutionaries of the Vostok Battalion within “an old and incorruptible revolutionary.” The
the Donetsk Peoples Republic itself, principal- members of the POUM, Trotsky said, “fought
heroically on all fronts against the Fascists in
ly Pushilin and his allies
Only establishing the class independence of Spain.” But in joining the Popular Front, parthe working class under a perspective of Per- ticipating in the Popular Front government of
manent Revolution, i.e. only the working class Catalonia and refusing to call for the workers
has a true interest in leading the anti fascist to take power in Catalonia in May 1937, Nin
and anti imperialist struggle, only an anti impe- had committed a betrayal that proved fatal not
rialist united front can win the best elements only to himself but to the Spanish revoluwithin the Donetsk to overthrow the internal tion.” [6]
Today we raise the demand, ¿Dónde está
counter revolution and face Kiev’s fascists
with the revolutionary enthusiasm and per- lost militants Borotba? to make the comparispective to win over workers in western son and warn the class conscious vanguard of
Ukraine. That’s the perspective that will defeat the working class of the dangers ahead and the
Kiev’s fascists, the counter-revolution now tasks posed
emerging in Russia and will begin a revolution- ● Down with Denis Pushilin and the Vostok
Battalion!
ary process in Europe and globally.
We must learn the lesson of the Spanish ● Build Workers Defence Guards and WorkRevolution on 1934-39. Only when the work- ers Councils to defend the organised working
ing class is in the saddle can fascism and impe- class and its vanguard!
rialism be truly defeated. That is the task is ● No to class collaboration, yes to the Anti
now revolutionary and to achieve that we must Imperialist United Front!
now defeat the counter-revolution within ● Build a truly International Solidarity Campaign to defend the Donetsk and Luhgansk
Donetsk and Luhgansk.
Now our immediate task on that road is to Peoples Republics and the whole Donbass
demand the release of the four Borotba activ- region!
ists and the defeat of the conspiracy that put
them in jail. In Spain when Andas Nin, the Notes
leader of the POUM was kidnapped the de- [1] In Defence of Marxism London meeting hears
eyewitness account of the Odessa massacre + VIDmand was raised ¿Dónde está Andreu Nin? EO http://www.marxist.com/london-meetingBut he was kidnapped, tortured and murdered hears-eyewitness-account-of-the-odessa-massacreby the Stalinist so Stalin could sign his pact video.htm
with Hitler in August 1939
[2] http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Denis_Pushilin
This is how the WSWS website reports the [3] 17. The Workers Party of Marxist Unification
aftermath of the ceasefire in Barcelona in May (POUM) http://www.revolutionary history.co.uk/
spain/articles/articles-of-rh0412/17-the-workers1937:
“Nin himself was separated from the others and
taken to Alcalá de Henares, where he was interrogated for three days. When he refused to
confess to being a fascist agent, he was tortured
to death. His body was buried on the outskirts
of the town. The GPU then ordered German
International Brigade volunteers to storm the
prison where Nin had been held. To give the
impression that the Gestapo had come to release him, they left Nationalist bank notes,
Falangist badges and false documents behind
them.”

party-of-marxist-unification-poum.htm
[4] In Defence of Marxism London meeting hears
eyewitness account of the Odessa massacre
[5] Source: http://en.censor.net.ua/n317454
[6] Ann Talbot, The Spanish Civil War and the
Popular Front, Part two, 27 January 2009, WSWS,
http://www.wsws.org/en/articles/2009/01/spa2j27.html
[ 7 ]
h t t p : / / b o r o t b a . s u /
v_donecke_propali_borotbisty_maksim_firso…
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Socialist Fight analysis of political developments in Ukraine

S

ocialist Fight has reprinted the following statement by the freed Borotba activists and on the
next page the interview with Victor Shapinovt by
Alexander Chalenk. The first piece raises many
questions and in the interview Shapinovt answers
most of them.
It is an honest and undoubtedly truthful assessment and his conclusions mark him out as a serious
Marxist intellect grappling with the political and
ideological problems faced by the working class
and his own group. In particular we would highlight the following passage as demonstrating that,
either consciously or empirically, this comrade is
approaching the essence of Lenin’s April Theses and
Trotsky’s Permanent Revolution:
“There is a view that as soon as the state apparatus of the
republics is set up, the chaos will immediately cease. This is
only partly correct. First, there are serious forces that are not
interested in the new state succeeding. Second, even when a
state apparatus is built, there is no guarantee that the same
vices will not sprout there.
During the Civil War of 1918-21, the “White” counterintelligence often arrested people and accused them of working
for the Bolsheviks -- with the sole purpose of squeezing
money from them. Among the “Reds” this was virtually
absent, as personal enrichment was forbidden, and the state
apparatus had to work for the public good. So long as the
People’s Republics cannot decide whether they are “White”
or “Red,” these two lines will continue to fight.
One line wants to replace the Ukrainian oligarchs, corrupt

officials and bureaucrats with their own, “Novorossiyan,”
oligarchs, corrupt officials and bureaucrats. The second line
really wants to get rid of oligarchic capitalism and all its
charms.” If the first line wins, then the “spin” will not be
stopped by the construction of the state apparatus, it will just
become public in scale. The only way out is to make the
People’s Republics really popular. But, unfortunately, not all
forces want this.”
The question the initial statement raised were:
If the Vostok Brigade are solely responsible for
the kidnapping why did it take so long for the government of the Peoples Republic to free them?
Under whose authority does Alexander Khodakovsky operate? Shapinovt tells us: “Real power rests

points out:
“People who have always been unequivocal opponents of
the Kiev nationalist regime came. They are captured by their
own allies. They are held, despite the fact that top officials –
ministers and deputies -- declared them “fit.” Then they are
deported to Russia for obscure reasons.”
This is a clear class analysis as is this piece in the
statement:
“Apparently, there is a view that as representatives of the
communist movement, we could start an opposition to the
activities of the DNR leadership.”
They carry a picture of Trotsky on their banner,
they are in the main young and uncorrupted militants (although some corrupt Stalinist elements may
still persist) of and clearly some have reached the
with the militias. They themselves function as police,
prosecutors and intelligence agencies, courts and prisons.” conclusion that some of the bourgeois nationalist
What gives him the authority to deport Borotba forces leading the ‘Peoples Republics’ must be
activists (all Borotba members?) from the ‘territory defeated because they are “Novorossiyan,” oligarchs,
of the DNR and the Lugansk People’s Republic’ as corrupt officials and bureaucrats”. Only a revolutionary
they tell us in their statement? Surely if Khodakov- mobilisation can inspire the masses in the East, win
sky was acting outside the authority of the govern- the workers in the West and in Russia to the side of
ments at the very least they would be free to oper- revolutionary socialism.
ate in those parts of the Donbass NOT controlled
That is only the organised working class has this
by him? Answer as above with the rider that the
political interest in expropriating the capitalists and
Vostok Brigade must be able to dictate to all the
running industries under workers’ control and
other militias in the region.
spreading the revolution region wide and worldIt has long been speculated that Khodakovsky is wide. But that’s Trotskyism, that’s Permanent Revsimply an agent of Putin and it is he that calls the
olution, that’s modern day revolutionary Marxism
shots in the Donbass. Did Putin ok the kidnapping itself. Clearly that movement has begun on the
and detentions? Shapinovt does speculate on the
ground, it needs political leadership now.
political motivation behind their own detention and

Borotba 4: Statement on our detention in Donetsk

W

e — Borotba activists Muratova, Albu,
Firsov and Shapinov — arrived in Donetsk on December 18 to establish contacts with
representatives of the Donetsk People’s Republic
(DNR) and provide all possible assistance in the
anti-fascist struggle of the people of Donbass. We
also had information that at the end of December
a prisoner exchange would take place, which
would include our comrades trapped in the dungeons of the Security Service of Ukraine (SBU) on
charges of “creating a terrorist organization” —
Vlad Wojciechowski and Nikolai Popov. We held
a series of meetings with DNR activists, in particular with the Communists Alexander Smekalinym
and Andriy Yakovenko. We were also scheduled
to meet with DNR Foreign Minister Alexander
Kofman, head of the Communist Party of Donbass Boris Litvinov and deputy chairman of the
People’s Soviet of the DNR Denis Pushilin.
On Sunday, December 21, three of us — Muratova, Firsov and Shapinov – set off to see areas of
Donetsk that suffered from the shelling of the
Ukrainian army. In the district of Marshal Zhukov
Boulevard, we were stopped by a car carrying
soldiers of the “Essence of Time” division of the
Vostok Brigade. Having checked our documents,
they demanded we get into their car. Complying,
we were taken to the headquarters of the Vostok
Brigade in the vicinity of the Donetsk airport.
There we were handed over to the commandant,
who took us to the Special Division of the Vostok

Brigade (4th base of Vostok in the area of St.
Elevatornaya). The staff of the Special Division
confiscated our mobile phones and personal belongings, and said that after checking we would
be released.
In the Special Department we were not allowed
to contact friends or relatives to inform them
about where we were, and the staff also refused to
inform them. As it turned out, the staff of the
Special Division did not admit our detention even
in response to direct requests from DNR officials.
After a few days of detention, we managed to
secretly inform our comrades of our whereabouts.
Learning about our arrest, Alexei Albu wrote to
the Deputy Speaker of Parliament Denis Pushilin
and head of the parliamentary committee Boris
Litvinov. Albu went to the Special Division with a
letter written by Boris Litvinov to release the
Borotba activists, but instead of releasing the
detainees, Albu was arrested.
Requests to the Vostok Brigade leadership for
the release of the Borotba activists came from
DNR officials (Denis Pushilin, Boris Litvinov,
“Gloomy”), well-known anti-junta public figures
(Boris Rozhin (Colonel Cassad), Oleg Tsarev,
Konstantin Dolgov, Igor Dimitrov, Alexander
Vasilyev, Vladimir Rogov, Daria Mitin, Anatoly
Baranov, Boris Kagarlitskiy, Victor Tyulkin and
others), Russian left-wing politicians and social
activists (Yulia Polukhina, members of the Communist Party Valery Rashkin, Kazbek Taisaev,

etc.). But their testimony that we are activists in
the resistance to the Kiev regime made no impression on the staff of the Special Division.
Throughout our detention, we were not shown
any charges. The staff were limited to the bizarre
claim that “we need to check.”
After two weeks of detention in the Special
Division, members of the Ministry of State Security of the DNR came. They told us that we
would be immediately taken to the Russian border
and deported from the DNR. They also reported
that we are forbidden to enter the territory of the
DNR and the Lugansk People’s Republic (LC). In
response to a question about the motives of deportation, Ministry officers said that “now you are
with us for one thing, and then we do not know
what you want to do.” Apparently, there is a view
that as representatives of the communist movement,
we
could start Continued on page 30
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Victor Shapinov Interview: As I was sitting ‘in the basement’ in the DNR
Interview with Victor Shapinov, a leader of Union
Borotba (Struggle), who travelled to the Donetsk
People’s Republic (DNR was detained and spent
almost two weeks “in the basement” [in detention]. The interview has been slightly shortened
for space.
AC: How did you get “in the basement” of
the Vostok Battalion? What charges were
brought against you?
VS: We should never have been “in the basement” of the Special Division of the Vostok Battalion. “The basement” is for those who have
committed some offense, and we were held there
for all 13 days of our detention. In fact, we had
come to Donetsk virtually on an official visit. We
had set up meetings with ministers and leaders of
the DNR People’s Soviet, including Foreign Minister Alexander Kofman, Deputy Speaker of Parliament Denis Pushilin, and Chair of the Committee on Economy and Finance Boris Litvinov.
On the day when we were detained [Dec. 21 –
Ed.], we did not have any scheduled meetings,
and we just walked around the city, inspecting the
damage inflicted by shelling. We were stopped by
a patrol. The soldiers checked our documents and
asked us to go with them. Contrary to various
reports, we were not near the airport or military
installations, but in the city, where we walked
among civilians. The patrol delivered us to a base,
we drove a few kilometres. From there we were
transferred to the commandant’s office, guarded
by the Special Division of the Vostok Battalion.
There we sat for all 13 days, not in an actual basement, but on the third floor at the former base of
the Interior Troops, where the division is located.
During all this time, we were not charged and
were not shown any charges. We were interrogated several times, mostly questioned about our
participation in the AntiMaidan movement and
our political activities. I got the impression that
the investigators of the Special Division themselves did not understand why we were detained,
and all this time were trying to come up with
some “sin” that could be used to hold us. When it
became clear that there was nothing, they had to
return us to Russia...
AC: What do you think about all these basements [detentions]? When will it all stop?

VS: “The basement” is a direct consequence of
the fact that the new state is not built or is being
built very slowly. The Ukrainian state in the Donbass region collapsed in the spring and summer.
Real power rests with the militias. They themselves function as police, prosecutors and intelligence agencies, courts and prisons. Naturally, the
militia units are different -- some tried to establish
a new, just order, and some used this situation to
enrich themselves. There are more of the first, of
course, but there are also, without doubt, the
second.
There is a view that as soon as the state apparatus of the republics is set up, the chaos will
immediately cease. This is only partly correct.
First, there are serious forces that are not interested in the new state succeeding. Second, even
when a state apparatus is built, there is no guarantee that the same vices will not sprout there.
During the Civil War of 1918-21, the “White”
counterintelligence often arrested people and
accused them of working for the Bolsheviks -with the sole purpose of squeezing money from
them. Among the “Reds” this was virtually absent, as personal enrichment was forbidden, and
the state apparatus had to work for the public
good. So long as the People’s Republics cannot
decide whether they are “White” or “Red,” these
two lines will continue to fight.
One line wants to replace the Ukrainian oligarchs, corrupt officials and bureaucrats with their
own, “Novorossiyan,” oligarchs, corrupt officials
and bureaucrats. The second line really wants to
get rid of oligarchic capitalism and all its charms.”
If the first line wins, then the “spin” will not be
stopped by the construction of the state apparatus, it will just become public in scale. The only
way out is to make the People’s Republics really
popular. But, unfortunately, not all forces want
this.
AC: Do you realize that if you were detained
“in the basement” of Batman [Alexander
Bednov, a militia commander killed in Lugansk on Jan. 1] – whose director has the call
sign “Maniac” – that you would not have left?
VS: I, honestly, still do not understand what the
story is with Batman – whether his death was
really about combating lawlessness, or disposing

of commanders with opposing views. Therefore, I
would not want my words to be used in some way
in this story.
I do not rule out the possibility of some dirty
game to discredit the militias and People’s Republics. Moreover, it is possible that in this game the
militias themselves are being used blindly. For
example, the strange story of our detention.
People who have always been unequivocal opponents of the Kiev nationalist regime came.
They are captured by their own allies. They are
held, despite the fact that top officials – ministers
and deputies -- declared them “fit.” Then they are
deported to Russia for obscure reasons. I would
like to ask: Has this strengthened the reputation
of the DNR or hurt it? In my opinion, it clearly
hurt. Maybe it’s just stupidity, maybe deliberate
defamation, an attempt to discredit the DNR as
“irresponsible,” because it grabs and detains its
own friends.
The same is true with Batman. If what the LC
prosecutor’s office says is true, then he and his
entourage deserved severe punishment. But
shooting him in a 90s-style ambush is not a victory for the rule of law.
In general, the solution must be political, not
military. Mao Zedong, when he led a guerrilla war
against the pro-American Kuomintang, said that
“the gun should not control the party; the party
should control the gun.” So far in the People’s
Republic the gun controls everything. And there
is no “party” -- in the sense of a clear ideology or
understanding of what we are building. This situation contributes to the degeneration of the militia.
If, in this sense, everything is left just as it is and
centralized controls are created, then such a state
will not have the support of the population.
The People’s Republics are the dream of people
who want to build “another Ukraine” without
Nazism, oligarchs, or corruption. If the leaders of
the republics -- both military and civilian -- exchange this dream for fancy cars and houses, for
coal trade with Ukraine, the people will not forgive them.

an opposi- enemies of the Kiev regime of oligarchs and Nation to the zis, and friends of all who oppose fascism. Howactivities of the DNR leadership.
ever, some recent developments, including our
At the moment we do not have enough infor- arrest and deportation, give rise to legitimate
mation to make an unambiguous conclusion concerns — whether the original spirit of the anti
about what is behind our arrest and expulsion -fascist and anti-oligarchic revolt will continue, or
from the DNR — banal excessive vigilance of will it be buried in favour of commercial and
intelligence agencies of the Republic, political political interests of various groups operating in
denunciation or some kind of political order. In the republics?
any case, such actions with respect to sincere
During the time of our arrest, members of the
friends of the Donbass rebellion only harm the Special Division and militia showed us the best
reputation of the People’s Republics.
attitude. We did not witness any ill-treatment or
Despite this unfortunate incident in which we force used against prisoners, including soldiers of
were unwitting participants, we have not changed the Ukrainian Armed Forces (APU) and punitive
our attitude to the People’s Republics and the anti “territorial” battalions. We were fed three times a
-fascist uprising in the Donbass. We remain bitter day, the same as the militias. We had the oppor-

tunity to bathe and wash our clothes. APU prisoners and militias who have committed offenses
are held in the same conditions, and the prisoners
are allowed to visit relatives. We saw them trying
to educate APU soldiers about the aggressive
nature of the war in Donbass and the regime in
Kiev.
We are going to fight to lift the ban on entry of
Borotba activists to the territory of People’s Republics.
We thank all the friends and comrades who
sought our liberation.

Continued from page 29

Interviewed by Alexander Chalenko
Translation by Greg Butterfield

Maria Muratova, Alexei Albu, Maxim Firsov,
Victor Shapinov
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For a Brazil United Front - statement by the Joint Committee

Statements of the fight against pro-imperialist coup in Brazil and Argentina; for a United Front to defeat the offensive of the employer, the government and the right! Volkswagen metallurgical point the way for the fight! 22 Jan 2015
The Joint Committee was formed by the Communist League, the Lenin Collective, and the
Popular Revolutionary Resistance (Brazil) calling
for an anti-imperialist united front (AIUF)
against the threat of a right-wing coup in Brazil.

Declaration of the Joint Committee

2015 began with the working class coming under intense attacks from the government and
employers, with threats of massive layoffs of in
VW, Ford, Mercedes, with threat to unemployment insurance, sick pay, pensions, wage allowances, etc;. We also say outsourcing of medical
skills, higher taxes, lack of mains waters and
curs electricity supply in the working class
neighbourhoods.
In its fight against the employer offensive,
which aimed to dismiss 800 workers, Metallurgical VW bypassed the trade union bureaucracy
policy and put thousands of protesters to halt the Anchieta Plant
[1], along with the workers of
Ford and Mercedes. The example
of this historic and symbolic
victory of a major portion of the
Brazilian working class shows
that the left must resume more
effective fighting methods and
adopt combative attitude towards
Rousseff ‘s austerity policies.
Although, conducted by the trade
union bureaucracy, the victory
won in this battle has only been
partial because it accepted the
imposition of the PDVs
(voluntary resignations plan) and
the resignation of subcontracted
workers.
The right was strengthened in
2014, a year marked by attempts of coups and
electoral mobilization of the most reactionary
sections of the middle class who are xenophobic, racist, anti-popular and angry in a way not
seen since the Family March in 1964. [2]
Rousseff and the PT won supported by a
popular base very afraid to see their rights suspended for a possible election victory of the
traditional right.

Dilma’s capitulation to right pressures
only paves the way for the right
But under pressure from the right Dilma adopts
the program defeated at the polls and believes
that by giving in to the demands of finance
capital and the bourgeoisie she will disarm the
forces that threaten a coup.
The tactic is to attack the rights won by working
class and govern for four more years without a
legal parliamentary coup armed by the private
banks with the support of the mainstream media.
The right exploits the fragility of the new PT
government, and has been exposing the myth of
capitalist government without corruption and
the farce that the economic crisis would only be

a “small wave”. While Rousseff has exhausted
her own political capital, the right seeks to acquire popular support away from openly
coupists groups because their tactic is via impeachment legitimized by street demonstrations
amplified by the mainstream media, as recently
occurred in Paraguay and Ukraine.
Even opponents of the PT policies, several
leftist organizations mistakenly believe that
Dilma’s capitulation will dissipate the risks of an
attack and that, therefore, it is not necessary to
fight the right with a strong united anti-coup
front. This mistake can be very costly to the left
in general.

pete with the right wing on the streets and to
shield Dilma a little and prepare his own candidacy for 2018.

The PT must co-opt the social movements to:
1) Control the impact of the street strikes and
bring the movements under the influence of the
government;
2) demonstrate to the big banks and private
corporations they still need the PT to govern
without a social crisis.
We, the Joint Committee call on the workers
organized in the social movements, groups,
collectives and parties of left in this meeting to
go out from here with united front against antiThe coup and the new cold war
proletarian policy and Dilma in combat right
The tactic of the internalisation of the policy of and extreme right organizations.
the right only serves to pave the way for reaction and has no effect against the coup. How United Front yes! Popular Front no!
We have no illusion in the new
Popular Front which demobilises
the social movements to ensure
the effectively management of
capitalism.
We believe that this united front
must embark on a unified national programme of strikes and
unrest in the streets, playing
them inch by inch against the
right-wing and the bosses. The
united front against the right
must coordinate the struggles
against mass layoffs in the industry categories and other sectors
of essential services (rail, subway,
bus), with popular movements
struggling for housing (FIST,
MTST, MNLN).
At the same time, the United
come? Because even the most neoliberal eco- Front itself will be able to give a qualitative
nomic policy to be applied by Dilma not solve jump in the organisation of the popular movethe current problem in the US, located by the ments by coordinating events, and thus it will
new cold war world, where imperialism tries to able to repel any attempt to influence or hijackcontain the growing economic influence of the ing the agenda of workers’ aims by the onpolitical and military bloc of countries led by slaught of right-wing media. They use their
Russia and China.
ideological instruments known encourage the
The threatening coup in Brazil is mainly a conservative middle class and by infiltrating
product of this new international situation aris- right-wing elements into the left demonstraing from the need of the US to regain its Latin tions.
American backyard. This they seek to do by
deposing the PT government (because they are Notes
collaborators with their international BRICS [1] The Anchieta plant in São Bernardo do Campo is
partners who advocate of de-dollarization of less than 30 km from São Paulo. It is the main plant
commercial transactions) and replacing it by a outside Germany and it is also the seat of the headquarters and the Development department of
typical right-wing pro-imperialist government.

No politics cooption! For a united front
against the right and Dilma’s austerity
tax
Knowing the right-wing dynamic in both the
streets and in the highest authorities of the state
(Congress, Supreme Court, federal police and
prosecutors), Lula agitates the MTST (the
homeless workers’ movement) to convene a
kind of “popular front of masses” to try to com-

Volkswagen of Brasil.
[2] Refers to the coup on 1964, “in the year before the
coup, left-wing President João “Jango” Goulart embarked on a program of social reform. A speech he
gave in Rio on March 13, 1964, promising dramatic
changes sparked fears of a communist takeover. On
March 19, hundreds of thousands in Sao Paulo joined
the anti-reform Family March With God for Liberty,
which led right-wing military elements to believe they
could depose Goulart without sparking a civil war.
They were proved right.” (Washington Post, 31 March
2014)
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Global inter-capitalist struggle; the United States against
the Eurasia nations in the Argentinean Nisman case

I

rrespective of whether it was murder,
suicide or assisted suicide and who it was
that killed or drove Nisman to suicide the
pro-imperialist opposition and the left pseudo Trotskyist are seeking to use the Nisman
case
to
destabilize
the
‘cristinismo’ (supporters of President Cristina Fernández de Kirchner), today the government of South America most linked to
Russia and China. [1]
We must now examine the context in
which the Nisman case occurs.
The cristinismo need to ensure the political and economic conditions in their last
year of Government that will promote the
candidacy of a reliable successor. For that is
the key to ensure that they deepen the
trends linking Argentina with the RussianChinese Centre. In this context it is central
to the cristinismo to put limits to the SIDE,
[2] the current Secretary of Intelligence
which operates a real ‘parallel government’
linked to the CIA and the Mossad, and
therefore has strong ties to the United States
and Israel. It was suggested that they have
targeted even a member of military intelligence, Milani, as head of the army, even
paying the political cost of accusing Milani
of involvement with the crimes of the dictatorship. [3]
It must be clarified that the expectation of
the cristinismo in Milani as someone more
interested in links with Russia and China in
practice has not yet passed any litmus test.
In this manoeuvre, the cristinismo hopes to
set limits on those sectors of the repressive
apparatus most linked to imperialism, like
SIDE, that certainly could be and is an instrument of imperialism itself against Argentinean links with the Russian-Chinese Centre. It should be noted that for the cristinismo this manoeuvre is limited because it
comes into conflict with the coexistence
pact which the kichnerismo (including her
husband, former President Néstor Kirchner)
had for a decade with the SIDE, having
participated in the manoeuvres of imperialist
intelligence on behalf of kichnerismo which
they made before 2011 involving Iran and
the AMIA even before the United Nations
case. [4]
In this context of the cristinismo wanting
to put limits to the parallel Government of
the SIDE, changing its headquarters, moving heads in the shadow but mostly relying
on the intelligence military. It is under these
conditions that are registered to the current
“appliances war” of which it forms part to
the death of Attorney Nisman, a man linked

to the US State Department.
Therefore, the death of Attorney Nisman, as part of a confrontation with the bourgeois
pro-imperialist State intelligence, is not a death of our
class; we neither cry for it or
claim it.
The manoeuvre of the
bourgeois opposition has all
the features of Islamophobia
driven by imperialism against
the oppressed peoples, who
want to acquire the greatest
wealth of energy on the plan- Pro-US demonstrates against President Cristina Fernández
et, as they do in Iran and the de Kirchner after the death of Nisman.
attacks against Hezbollah
throughout the media. What we are seeing is spent 10 years investigating the 1994 bombing of
an attempt to move against Argentina and a Jewish community centre in Buenos Aires that
the Russian-Chinese Centre. Workers killed 85 people, the worst terror attack in Argenshould reject imperialism campaign mount- tine history. http://www.huffingtonpost.com/
2015/01/21/argentina-prosecutored by the opposition bourgeois and fol- albe_n_6519600.html
lowed by the left pseudo Trotskyists such as [2] Wiki: Secretaría de Inteligencia (Secretariat of
PO (Workers’ Party (Partido Obrero, leader, Intelligence, S.I.) is the premier intelligence agenJorge Altamira), IS (International Socialists), cy of the Argentine Republic and head of its
CS (Socialist Convergence, Convergencia National Intelligence System. Even though the
Socialista), PSTU (Unified Socialist Workers’ official acronym was renamed to S.I. as the new
Party (Partido Socialista dos Trabalhadores intelligence system became active, during most of
its history it was called Secretaría de Inteligencia
Unificado).
The cristinismo is still a bourgeois party de Estado (Secretariat of State Intelligence,
SIDE) and it still is referred to as SIDE by the
who is not able to give a real battle against public, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Secretar%
imperialism because it fears to mobilize the C3%ADa_de_Inteligencia
proletariat. Is therefore unable to disrupt the [3] Iconic member of Mothers of Plaza de Mayo
opposition sepoys. [5] Workers must get rid Founding Line Nora Cortiñas yesterday (26-12-14)
of the influence of Peronism and of all renewed her criticism against controversial Army
bourgeois tendencies. They should primarily Chief César Milani, who was charged on Tuesday
rely on their own independent class meth- (23-12-14) with crimes against humanity commitods to fight the battle against imperialism, ted during the last military dictatorship. Cortiñas
his national actors and also against the Gov- insisted that Milani had to be dismissed from his
position and the human rights leader said she
ernment of Cristina, thus establishing a gov- wanted him to be questioned for the forced disernment of the working class and all who appearance of her son Gustavo Cortiñas, which
toil.
took
place
in
1977.
http://
● For the dismantling of the repressive ap- buenosairesherald.com/article/178133/iconicparatus!
mother-calls-for-milani%E2%80%99s-dismissal
● Defeat the opposition pro-imperialist [4] The foreign ministers of Iran and Argentina
met on the sidelines of the summit meeting of
sepoys!
● No confidence in the Government of the African leaders in the Ethiopian capital of
Addis Ababa on January 27, 2013. During the
Cristina!

Notes
[1] Argentina Prosecutor Alberto Nisman, 51,

was found slumped in the bathroom of his apartment on Sunday night (18-1-15) with a bullet
wound in his head and a .22 calibre handgun
beside his body. Four days before, he had given a
judge a 289-page report alleging President Cristina Fernandez had secretly reached a deal to prevent prosecution of former Iranian officials accused of involvement in the 1994 car bombing of
the country’s largest Jewish centre… Nisman had

meeting, the governments of Argentina and the
Islamic Republic of Iran signed a memorandum
of understanding on the terrorist bomb attack
against AMIA (Asociación Mutual Israelita Argentina) building in Buenos Aires on July 18,
1994. http://www.iranreview.org/content/
Documents/Iran-Argentina-Agreement-onAMIA.htm
[5] Sepoy, an indigenous soldier serving in the
army of a foreign conqueror, especially an Indian
soldier serving under British command in India,
hence a politician in the service of foreign imperialist powers.
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Islamophobia is the racism de jour
ple on trees, whites could equally have used the argument that
they, like Charlie Hebdo, attack all religions equally. After all,
there were cartoons even about the American president! However, making insulting cartoons about white people who controlled the power structures was not the same as demonizing
black people - a powerless underclass.
Imagery of black people being dumb, violent, lazy thieves who
looked like monkeys - upheld a political reality, the very imagery
re-enforced the prejudices of those in power and subjugated
blacks. Until the 1950s, signs like no dogs, no Negros, no Mexicans were common markers of legally enforced laws of racial
segregation in America. The French law against Muslim women
wearing the veil/hijab is along those same lines.
The same with Jews in Nazi Germany — Imagine today’s spuBrandon Duncan: The state of California wants to affirm in law
that freedom of speech is a privilege, not a right. If we are to rious and conceited argument being used by the Nazi’s — could
compare the case of Brandon Duncan and Charlie Hebdo ‘gross a German newspaper hide behind the claim it also made fun of
hypocrisy’ is the only phrase that springs to mind.
white Germans? How unjustified that only the Jews complained
so! After all, Germans didn’t complain when they were made
Apparently,
prosecutors
believe
fun of — those backward Jews and their greedy religion didn’t
Continued from p. 36
that writing lyrics about crime is understand free speech!
a crime itself – and one punishable by a life sentence in prison.
If we are to compare the case of Brandon Duncan and Charlie
Hebdo ‘gross hypocrisy’ is the only phrase that springs to mind.
Of course the ‘free speech’ of Charlie Hebdo attacks the ruling class Christians, Jews etc. but that is not used to justify the
mass murder of hundreds of thousands. So you could defend
racism against Irish people because it was only a little fun and
not understand how it justified the British army murders in Ireland? And those 1920s and 1930s anti-Semitic cartoons; just a
little fun and not ideological preparation for the Holocaust?

Freedom of Expression and Racism
Charlie Hebdo is a right-wing libertarian magazine which promotes racism, Islamophobia, sexism and homophobia. Whatever the origins of these journalists in the leftism 1968 and after
since the 2001 9/11 attack they have become ever more the
mouthpiece of French imperialism.
At the height of war in Ireland anti Irish jokes and racist cartoons were everywhere. The Evening Standard published one
called, ‘The Irish’, by JAK, on 29 October 1982 and Ken Livingstone withdrew all GLC advertising from them.
The poster featured grotesque figures wielding a variety of
gruesome weapons and was part of a wider series of images and
writings that have appeared in the UK for over 100 years that
have portrayed the Irish as apelike, stupid, violent etc.
The cartoon led to protests by the British Irish community
and resulted in the GLC led by Ken Livingstone banning advertising (worth some £100,000 per year) in the Standard.
Ken Livingstone stated:
“The clear message of the cartoon is that the Irish, as a race and as
a community, are murderous, mindless thugs . . . I do not believe
in free speech for racists . . . We will not put another penny into
the Standard while they continue to vilify the Irish.”

The purpose of the attacks was to portray the Irish as sub human savages and so make the British army killing of them acceptable. It is truly pathetic that those leftists who supported
the stance taken by Livingstone then cannot do so over Charlie
Hebdo today.
In 1930s America when white people were burning black peo-

These notices were common in the ‘Deep South’ of the US;
Jim Crow still ruled until the 1950s.

This is the memory of a Jewish person of what it was like in
the Germany of the 1930s:
“My earliest personal encounter with anti-Semitism were the horrible cartoons of Jews in the official Nazi propaganda papers, “Das
Schwarze Korps”, an SS paper, and “Der Vőlkische Beobachter”,
displayed behind glass in showcases fixed at eye level to walls at
street corners. They showed the most ugly Jews with the most
enormous noses clad in either Russian-Bolshevik uniforms or with
an “Uncle Sam” Stars and Stripes top hat and called Plutocrats,
both apparently dominating the world, or trying to, profiting from
exploiting good-looking innocent Germans. How unlike the
truth!” [4]
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The Muslims of France and other European countries are suffering that same type of attacks today. As the Muslims of the
Middle East and Afghanistan have been slaughtered in their
hundreds of thousands by imperialist armies in the last few decades racism against Muslims justified this mass slaughter. We
identify anti Muslim racism today as gelling with the imperialist
slaughter in the Middle East and only superficially like the anti
Christian and anti Semitic stuff, repulsive and reactionary as this
is.

The French working class must defend the oppressed Muslims

Nazi anti-Semitic and racist (anti-American) cartoon to appeal
to ‘ordinary’ Germans.

The blogger Asghar Bukhari put it this way:

Mandelite “Fourth International”) and Lutte Ouvrière – in their
statements of January 7 have not joined Hollande’s reactionary
“national unity,” they both condemn the attack on Charlie Hebdo
as an attack on “freedom of expression.” At the same time, they
fail to mention even in a single word the connection between this
event and France’s imperialist wars against Muslim peoples, or its
oppression and super-exploitation of migrants. In their statements,
both of these centrist groups refer to their close relations with the
journalists of Charlie Hebdo and thereby reveal their affiliation
with the bourgeois-liberal milieu.” [7]

“White people don’t like to admit it, but those cartoons upheld
their prejudice, their racism, their political supremacy, and cut it
how you will — images like that upheld a political order built on
discrimination. The Muslims today are a demonized underclass in
France. A people vilified and attacked by the power structures. A
poor people with little or no power and these vile cartoons made
their lives worse and heightened the racist prejudice against them.
Even white liberals have acted in the most prejudiced way. It was
as if white people had a right to offend Muslims and Muslims had
no right to be offended?” [5]

But we really do need a ‘health warning’ about this approach.
“White people” are not the problem but Imperialism itself
whose ideology does reach deep into the French working class,
it is true. In line with this non-class approach Asghar Bukhari
frequently confuses ‘Zionist’ with ‘Jew’ and therefore is open to
the charge of anti-Semitism. And as an educated representative
of the oppressed Muslims it really is not acceptable to confuse
the two. The task of Marxists is to
forge a programme of action to defend the Muslims of France and of
Europe against the state and the far
right by forging unity with the working class.
In this we concur entirely with the
RCIT statement:

This collaboration and silence of the left is all the more appalling considering the history of French Imperialism’s exploitation
of North Africa and the massacres in both Muslim North Africa
and in Paris itself.
We summarise and quote from the article by Mawuna Remarque Koutonin in Wiki:

Still to this day fourteen African countries are forced to pay colonial tax for the benefits of slavery and colonization. The crucial confrontations were by De Gaulle with Guinea, Togo and Senegal, the rest were forced
to follow suit. In 1958 the French left
Guinea and destroyed all infrastructure
when they left, crushing cars and leveling
buildings in an orgy of destruction. The
next up was Togo, who were forced to
agree to pay an annual debt to France for
the so called benefits Togo got from
French colonization. Senegal scared about
“A chief task for socialists in France
the consequence of choosing independand Europe now is to organize selfence from France, Leopold Sédar Senghor
defence units in order to defend
the first president of Senegal declared:
mosques and migrant districts against
“The choice of the Senegalese people is
chauvinist attacks. It is equally urgent to
independence; they want it to take place
build a broad united front against the
anti-Muslim chauvinism. Finally, it is The Jak anti-Irish racist cartoon in the Evening only in friendship with France, not in dispute.”From then on France accepted only
urgent to build a strong anti-war move- Standard which led Ken Livingstone to withan “independence on paper” for his coloment against the spreading imperialist
draw all GLC advertising from the publication
nies, but signed binding “Cooperation
war drive in the Middle East and in AfriAccords”, detailing the nature of their
ca.” [6]
relations with France, in particular ties to France colonial currency
Equally we concur with their condemnation of the French left (the Franc), France educational system, military and commercial
like the French Communist party (PCF) whose national chau- preferences. [8]

vinism has led them to support ‘national unity’ in effect that is We recall the Paris massacre of up to 200 Algerians on 17
their own ruling class attacks on Muslims. The NPA and Lutte October 1961, during the Algerian War (1954–62). The Wiki
Ouvrière, whilst courageously defending the Muslims, were also article gives us a true picture of the nature of the French state
wrong not to put the attack in its historical and political context: and its police forces even today:
“The RCIT severely condemns the French Communist Party
“Under orders from the head of the Parisian police, Maurice
(PCF) and many other so-called “leftist” groups for their support
of Hollande’s pro-imperialist call for “national unity.” While the
centrist forces – the NPA (whose leading forces are part of the

Papon, the French police attacked a forbidden demonstration of
some 30,000 pro-FLN Algerians… Many demonstrators died when
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they were violently herded by police into the River Seine, with
some thrown from bridges after being beaten unconscious. Other
demonstrators were killed within the courtyard of the Paris police
headquarters after being arrested and delivered there in police
buses.
…Maurice Papon, who died in 2007, was the only Vichy France
official to be convicted for his role in the deportation of Jews during World War Two. According to historian Jean-Luc Einaudi, a
specialist in the 17 October 1961 massacre, some of the causes of
the violent repression of the 17 October 1961 demonstration can
best be understood in terms of the composition of the French
police force itself, which still included many former members of
the force in place during the World War II Vichy regime which had
collaborated with the Gestapo to detain Jews, as for example in the
Vel’ d’Hiv Roundup of 16–17 July 1942.
…Encouraged by far-right deputy Jean-Marie Le Pen, (in March
1958) 2,000 of them attempted
to enter the Palais Bourbon,
seat of the National Assembly,
with shouts of “Sales Juifs! A
la Seine! Mort aux
fellaghas!” (Dirty Jews! Into
the Seine (river)! Death to the
(Algerian) rebels!). With the
recommendation of Minister
of Interior Maurice BourgèsMaunoury, Maurice Papon was
next day named prefect of the
police.” [9]

Butchery by cowards
“Butchery by cowards” is
what one Facebook post
called the attack on Charlie
Hebdo. But “Butchery by
cowards” is dropping bombs
from 20,000 feet on defenceless civilians because you
never have to see their faces
or look at what ‘doing your job’ does to built-up areas. The
biggest cowards and butchers sit in the White House, Downing
Street, the Élysée Palace and Tel Aviv. Their outraged victims’
relatives are often not very politically sussed on how to extract
revolutionary justice from these mass murderers. They assassinate and target workers in imperialist countries who have no
responsibility for what happened to them. And the imperialist
spy agencies of the CIA, MI5, DGSE, Mossad etc. encourage
and foster these methods by ‘false flag’ operations which are
calculate to inflame sectarian tensions and strengthen the hand
of the state against the oppressed.
The cause of the violence is imperialism not religious fundamentalism. Of course a revolutionary government would have
to tackle this real problem sensitivity to separate the secondary
oppressors from their victims, defend the peasants from the
landlords, women from the imposition of the veil etc. But never, never as an ally of the ‘civilising mission’ of imperialism,
never be taken in by that peace and democracy bullshit which
only puts double chains on these oppressed people. That is unforgivable in Ukraine, in Palestine, in the whole of the Middle
East and the whole semi-colonial world. The contrast between

A US B-52 drops its 750-pounds bombs over Vietnam Nov. 5,
1965, the real ‘butchery by cowards’ of some 1.5 – 3.5 million Vietnamese, Cambodians and Laotians.

the bureaucratic/Stalinist/liberal imperialist approach to religion and the Marxist approach as practiced by the early Comintern is outline here in the 1997 document: Afghanistan: Marxist
Method vs. Bureaucratic method, By Gerry Downing 1997. The following quote indicates the tasks that a reforged Fourth International would face in these lands and how to tackle them:
“It took fifteen years of warfare to subdue the uprisings in the
Soviet Central Asian republics caused in the main by Menshevik
and Stalinist bureaucratic methods. Some conflict was and is inevitable if the power of the Mullahs, Khans and fundamentalists is
again to be broken in the countries of Soviet Central Asia and in
Afghanistan, Iran through to Algeria. What terrible price humanity
must pay for the marginalisation of the transitional method of the
Bolsheviks and the triumph of the counter-revolutionary bureaucratic methods of fighting reaction of Stalinism and pettybourgeois nationalism in these states.” [10]

We defy anyone to say the cartoon of the kidnapped Nigerian
women is not a vile racist, Islamophobic, sexist piece of French
imperialist propaganda. It has a double meaning which suggests
that the young women are ‘finally’ angry because their benefits
were removed and they did not mind being kidnapped and repeatedly raped.
Islamophobia is the “racism du Jour” in the current political
climate. And Charlie Hebdo lobbed in the anti Russian stuff on
the Ukraine to make sure no one doubted where their true proImperialist political loyalties lay.

Notes
[1] Trotsky, Leon. Why Marxists Oppose Individual Terrorism, (November
1911), http://www.marxists.org/archive/trotsky/1911/11/tia09.htm
[2] WSWS, “Free Speech” hypocrisy in the aftermath of the attack on Charlie
Hebdo, http://www.wsws.org/en/articles/2015/01/09/pers-j09.html
[3] Rap Artist With No Criminal Record Faces Life In Prison For Album
Lyrics, November 19, 2014, http://countercurrentnews.com/2014/11/
rap-artist-with-no-criminal-record-faces-life-in-prison-for-album-lyrics/
[4] The Family Brichta, http://www.holocaustresearchproject.org/
survivor/brichta1.html
[5] https://medium.com/@asgharbukhari/charlie-hebdo-this-attackwas-nothing-to-do-with-free-speech-it-was-about-war-26aff1c3e998.
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LCFI statement on Charlie Hebdo: 10/1/15

T

he LCFI asserts that the roots cause of the deaths at the
Charlie Hebdo office in Paris on 7 January is imperialism’s
wars on Muslim lands, Afghanistan, Iraq, Libya, Mali, Syria, etc.
Marxists never equate the violence of the oppressor with that of
the oppressed, we make no moral judgements on the people
who have carried out these attacks and recognise the deaths
caused by imperialism in these lands run into the hundreds of
thousands, if not the low millions.
Already by May 12, 1996, in response to the question from
Lesley Stahl, “We have heard that half a million children have
died. I mean, that’s more children than died in Hiroshima. And,
you know, is the price worth it?” Madeleine Albright, then United States Ambassador to the United Nations replied, “We think
the price is worth it.”
We do not have the right to dictate to the militant representatives of the oppressed how they conduct their struggles, not the
IRA or the Palestinians or those fighting imperialism in the
Middle East today. But as Marxists we oppose individual acts of
terror like this on the political grounds that it cannot achieve its
aims of defeating imperialism by these methods and in fact only
ends up doing the opposite; strengthening the hands of the state
against them and alienation their only true potential allies, the
French and international working class, as we discuss below.
As Trotsky said:
“In our eyes, individual terror is inadmissible precisely because it
belittles the role of the masses in their own consciousness, reconciles them to their powerlessness, and turns their eyes and hopes
towards a great avenger and liberator who some day will come and
accomplish his mission. The anarchist prophets of the ‘propaganda
of the deed’ can argue all they want about the elevating and stimulating influence of terrorist acts on the masses. Theoretical considerations and political experience prove otherwise. The more
‘effective’ the terrorist acts, the greater their impact, the more they
reduce the interest of the masses in self-organisation and selfeducation. But the smoke from the confusion clears away, the
panic disappears, the successor of the murdered minister makes his
appearance, life again settles into the old rut, the wheel of capitalist
exploitation turns as before; only the police repression grows more
savage and brazen. And as a result, in place of the kindled hopes
and artificially aroused excitement comes disillusionment and apathy.” [1]

Free Speech and Gross Hypocrisy
The great cry of imperialism today is “freedom of speech”. One
is not permitted to shout ‘fire’ in a crowded theatre because
although this would appear to fall under the remit of freedom
of expression this freedom is curtailed due to social responsibilities. As such one should not cry ‘scrounger’ at a minority group
who suffer disproportionately from unemployment, and it may
cause a social stampede and get someone beaten up in the
street.
The WSWS commented on 9 January:
“In its use of crude and vulgar caricatures that purvey a sinister and
stereotyped image of Muslims, Charlie Hebdo recalls the cheap
racist publications that played a significant role in fostering the anti
-Semitic agitation that swept France during the famous Dreyfus
Affair, which erupted in 1894 after a Jewish officer was accused
and falsely convicted of espionage on behalf of Germany. In whipping up popular hatred of Jews, La Libre Parole [“Free Speech”],

We defy anyone to say this is not a vile racist, Islamophobic,
sexist piece of French imperialist propaganda. It has a double
meaning which suggests that the young women are ‘finally’ angry because their benefits are being removed and did not mind
being kidnapped and repeatedly raped.
published by the infamous Edoard Adolfe Drumont, made highly
effective use of cartoons that employed the familiar anti-Semitic
devices. The caricatures served to inflame public opinion, inciting
mobs against Dreyfus and his defenders, such as Emile Zola, the
great novelist and author of J’Accuse.” [2]

Freedom of expression is not an abstract, free-floating right, but
rather should be employed in conjunction with, and properly
situated amongst, the social, historical and political context of
the day. In that great bastion of “free speech”, in California, by
far the wealthiest and most ‘liberal’ state of the union, a rap
artist, Brandon Duncan, also known as Tiny Doo, with no criminal record, faces life in prison for album lyrics. And here is the
convoluted ‘logic’ behind the charge:
“We’re not just talking about a CD of anything, of love songs.
We’re talking about a CD (cover) … there is a revolver with bullets,” Deputy District Attorney Anthony Campagna said, justifying
his unconstitutional prosecution of the musician. Duncan is
charged with “gang conspiracy” because his “gang gained in status”
from crimes, and this – prosecutors argue – allowed him to “sell
more albums.” [3]

The state of California wants to affirm in law that freedom of
speech is a privilege, not a right.

Continued on p. 33
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